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Cells contain a number of biological barriers that function to sequester certain molecules within cells but also to exclude other macromolecules. These barriers, while essential, often prove to be a major obstacle in the development of new therapeutics. This dissertation describes the design of molecules that are capable of entering cells as well as insight into the mechanism of internalization.

Chapter Two describes work to uncover the mechanism of nonaarginine (R9) entry into cells. R9 entry is shown to differ in living and fixed cells grown in culture. In fixed cells, entry is energy independent and localizes to the nucleolus. In living cells, entry occurs through endocytosis, an energy-dependent process. Further, entry is mediated by the presence of sulfated glycosaminoglycans and not the lipid membrane.

Chapter Three furthers the practical applications of polycationic peptides such as R9. These peptides are shown to be useful as fusion tags for improved cellular uptake. Further, R9 is demonstrated to make an effective tag for protein purification and protein immobilization on surfaces.

Chapter Four describes the design of a green fluorescent protein (GFP) capable of cellular entry that is independent of a cationic tag. Site-directed mutagenesis is used to endow a surface of a protein with greater cationic character. In so doing, a cationic GFP (cGFP) is created which...
is capable of cellular entry. cGFP has the same fluorescence and biophysical properties as the wild-type protein. Chapter Five expands upon this initial work by using cGFP to assay HIV protease function in living cells. cGFP is tethered to a fluorescent FRET (Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer) partner via a linker that contains a sequence recognized by HIV protease. When this linker is cleaved by HIV protease in cells, the fluorescence properties of the substrate are changed, thus creating an *in vivo* marker for HIV infection.
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Overview

The first documented use of a protein as a chemotherapeutic was the administration of insulin to treat diabetes in 1922 (Banting and Best, 1922). Insulin has since become one of the most influential pharmaceuticals in our society (Levinson, 2003). Today the use of protein drugs is on the rise accounting for 35% of new active substances (Tang et al., 2004). As of 2003, there were 43 recombinant protein therapeutics approved for use by the US Food and Drug Administration and numerous others are in clinical trials (Marafino and Pugsley, 2003). Of these, insulin, interferon, and erythropoietin are all multibillion-dollar drugs.

Protein chemotherapies often suffer from many technical limitations. These include expense of production, immunogenicity, and general toxicity (Marafino and Pugsley, 2003; Chirino et al., 2004). Many of these drawbacks are due to the high concentrations needed for effectiveness. Improving the uptake of these proteins by cells is one strategy to afford lower effective doses. Therefore, a great deal of recent effort has been made to better understand the mechanism of macromolecular uptake by cells. Success is of great importance, not only for protein therapeutics but also for gene delivery and other biological applications.

The promise of proteins as useful chemotherapeutics has presented scientists with new challenges. Specifically, how do we endow these molecules with the ability to enter cells? The answer, so far, mainly involves “hijacking” pre-existing cellular machineries. Fusing proteins, either genetically or chemically, to ligands with endogenous cell-surface receptors can increase the uptake of the macromolecule. For example, cells contain a protein called transferrin receptor (TR), which binds the major iron carrier, transferrin, and facilitates its uptake into cells. Fusing transferrin to many types of molecules has resulted in increased uptake and greater activity.
(O'Keefe and Draper, 1985). Folate, an essential vitamin, binds to a cell-surface folate receptor (FR), which facilitates its utilization in cells as an essential enzymic cofactor (Stanger, 2002). Folate can be fused to toxic proteins or peptides, and thus increase the uptake of these molecules (Leamon and Low, 1991, 1993). This is of interest because it has been noted that many cancer cells overexpress FR to compensate for their higher metabolic needs (Lu and Low, 2002, 2003). Thus folate conjugates are particularly attractive new therapies for combating neoplasias (Lu and Low, 2002; Lu et al., 2004).

More recently, both naturally derived and synthetic peptides, have been found to undergo cellular internalization (Prochiantz, 2000; Wadia and Dowdy, 2002; Fischer et al., 2005). Further, these peptides can be fused to other molecules and facilitate their uptake. Many of these peptides are similar in that they are highly basic and between 8–20 residues in length. This class of cationic transport molecules is of particular interest to researchers due to their small size and the efficiency of internalization.

Here we shall describe the properties of cationic proteins and peptides as well as efforts to determine the mechanism of their cellular uptake. We shall also discuss applications for these peptides, as well as imperatives for the future of this rapidly emerging field.

1.1 Polycation-mediated transport

Cationic peptides have widespread use as tags for proteins and small molecules. This use is due to their versatility as molecular transporters as well as handles for other functions (see Section 1.6). The potential of cationic molecules to enhance the uptake of macromolecules,
however, has been well known for nearly fifty years. Here, we describe briefly the relevant history of polycation-mediated transport of macromolecules into cells.

Origins of Cationic Uptake

Some of the earliest studies of cancer focused on physicochemical differences between normal and cancerous tissues. One notable observation was that cancer cells had a greater negative charge than normal cells as measured by the electrophoretic mobility of cells in suspension (James et al., 1956). Thus, one of the earliest theories for the selective targeting of cancer cells involved the use of positively-charged polymers to deliver drugs (Kornguth et al., 1961; Anghileri et al., 1976; Shen and Ryser, 1979).

About forty years ago, Hugues Ryser began to explore the transport of proteins using radiolabeled albumin and a number of different cell types. He showed that the uptake of albumin by tumor cells was increased when the proteins were complexed with cationic proteins, specifically histones (Ryser and Hancock, 1965). Ryser also showed that cationic polyamino acids (polylysine, polyarginine, and polyhistidine) exhibited similar effects (Ryser and Hancock, 1965). Ryser attributed the ability of these proteins to increase albumin uptake to the cationic nature of their primary sequence (Ryser, 1968). Later work by Ryser and coworkers showed that polylysine was effective in increasing the uptake of small molecules as well. Specifically, the presence of polylysine increased the potency of methotrexate towards a resistant Chinese hamster ovary-derived cell line (Shen and Ryser, 1979). Thus, early work demonstrated that basic polypeptides enhanced uptake of many types of macromolecules by cells.
**Chemical Cationization**

The discovery that cationic character was related to cellular uptake gave birth to a new field of cationic drug delivery. Although the number of cationic proteins is rather small, Pardridge and coworkers recognized the potential of chemically modifying proteins to increase cationic character. Proteins could be made more basic by converting protein carboxyl groups to amines by condensation with diamines such as ethylenediamine (Scheme I) (Triguero et al., 1989). The first descriptions of chemical cationization of proteins were reported for the modification of immunoglobulin antibodies (IgG) with ethylenediamine (Pardridge et al., 1990). Pardridge and coworkers reported that modification of $^{125}$I-labeled IgG with ethylenediamine resulted in greatly increased uptake of IgG in the 10 rat organs surveyed, including the brain (Triguero et al., 1989). The increased uptake could be attributed to the increase in charge of the modified protein.

\[
\text{PROTEIN} \quad \text{EDC} \quad \text{PROTEIN}
\]

**Scheme I:** Chemical modification of proteins with diamines

Chemical cationization has been used to increase the efficacy of toxic molecules as well. Members of the bovine pancreatic ribonuclease (RNase A) superfamily can be toxic to mammalian cells. Yamada and coworkers were able to chemically modify RNase A to give a protein with greater toxicity, due to both increased internalization of RNase A, as well as lower affinity for the cytosolic ribonuclease inhibitor protein (RI) (Futami et al., 2001). Interestingly, chemical modification of RNase A, while resulting in a more cytotoxic protein, decreased the
catalytic activity of the enzyme nearly 100-fold. This result highlights an important drawback to chemical modification: chemical cationization gives rise to a heterogeneous population of modified proteins. The most reactive carboxyl groups are often those most accessible to solvent. Unfortunately, these surface carboxyl groups are also often important for either protein–protein interactions or protein function, and thus modification can disrupt the natural function of these modified proteins.

*Cationic Peptides – Protein Transduction Domains*

In 1988, two research groups independently discovered that the Tat protein from HIV-1 virus was able to cross cell membranes and enter the cytosol (Frankel and Pabo, 1988; Green and Loewenstein, 1988). This activity is thought to be important in HIV infection, as the Tat protein is capable of leaving an infected cell and entering another infected cell and there turning on viral gene transcription (Brady and Kashanchi, 2005). Deletion studies determined that the domain of HIV-1 Tat responsible for cellular entry is the domain that also binds to the Tat-responsive element in RNA (TAR) (Cordingley et al., 1990). This 11 amino acid sequence, KYRRQRRRGN, corresponds to residues 48-58 of the HIV-1 protein and only the basic residues are required for cellular internalization (Vives et al., 1997).

In 1999, Schwarze and Dowdy fused the HIV-1 Tat peptide sequence to β-galactosidase and showed that it successfully delivered the enzyme to multiple cell types within a mouse (Schwarze et al., 1999). This study revitalized the field of cation-mediated delivery and brought focus to cationic peptides as potential vehicles for macromolecular delivery. They and others have since called these peptides “protein transduction domains” (PTDs). Although this name is
probably a misnomer (translocation is a more appropriate term for transversing a biological barrier), it is in common use today.

1.3 Physicochemical Properties of Cationic Peptides

The discovery of PTDs in the 1990s led to an explosion of studies on other cationic peptides and molecules capable of cellular entry. Numerous reviews have been written on the subject (Leifert and Whitton, 2003; Brooks et al., 2005; Fittipaldi and Giacca, 2005; Futaki, 2005; Gupta et al., 2005; Wadia and Dowdy, 2005; Zorko and Langel, 2005). The following section is focused on the chemical and biophysical properties of these remarkable peptides.

The earliest and best-characterized PTD is the sequence derived from the HIV-1 Tat protein. Suzuki and coworkers examined a number of cationic RNA- and DNA-binding peptides, finding that many of these sequences were capable of similar transport (Suzuki et al., 2002). Apparently the cationic features of many RNA- and DNA-binding proteins contribute not only to their ability to bind nucleic acids but also to cellular internalization.

Mitchell et al. showed that cellular transport was not limited to just naturally occurring sequences, but that synthetic sequences of polyarginine, polylysine, or polyornithine were also capable of cellular entry (Mitchell et al., 2000). Polyarginine was found to be superior to other homopolymeric amino acids. Rothbard and coworkers have expanded upon this initial study to show that, in addition to its positive charge, it is the ability of the guanidinium group of arginine residues to make multiple hydrogen bonds that enhances cellular transport activity (Rothbard et al., 2004; Rothbard et al., 2005).
The optimal HIV-1 Tat sequence for translocation is 11 amino acids (Vives et al., 1997). Several studies revealed that the optimal length of polyarginine necessary for transport was between 5 and 11 residues, with octa- and nonaarginine (R9) being the most efficiently transported (Mitchell et al., 2000; Suzuki et al., 2002). The authors suggest peptides that are too short (~5 residues) do not allow for strong enough interactions with cell-surface components, and peptides that are too long (~20 residues) could be limited by secondary structure formation. These limits have been confirmed for a number of other peptides (Ho et al., 2001; Wadia and Dowdy, 2002; Brooks et al., 2005; Rothbard et al., 2005).

Early attempts to understand the internalization mechanism of PTDs focused on finding a cell-surface receptor protein. One set of experiments compared enantiomers of peptides. Peptides composed of all D-amino acids have physicochemical properties equivalent to naturally occurring L-peptides, but D-peptides would not bind to receptors that recognize L-peptides due to their inverted stereochemistry (Wade et al., 1990). These studies indicated that D-amino acid peptides and L-amino acid peptides were internalized equally, suggesting there was no chiral receptor for PTDs (Derossi et al., 1996). This implied that stereochemistry was not important for transport activity, and thus it was unlikely that PTDs were recognized by a protein receptor.

Other experiments aimed to determine if the peptide backbone was essential for internalization. Wender and coworkers made peptoid and oligocarbamate polymers displaying guanidinium-containing side chains (Wender et al., 2000; Wender et al., 2002). Gellman and coworkers made β-peptides displaying similar functionalities (Umezawa et al., 2002; Potocky et al., 2003, 2005). In all cases, these synthetic molecules were readily transported into cells. Thus, it seems that only the charge and not the backbone is important for PTD internalization.
Structure–function studies of PTDs have revealed that they are highly tolerant to mutation in their primary structure (Table 1-1). Although basic amino acids are needed for efficient entry, hydrophobic residues also appear to contribute to uptake by possibly inducing secondary structure in the presence of biological membranes (Ho et al., 2001). In general, PTDs function with a diverse group of side chains as well as with modified backbones. From a number of different studies, we can conclude that there are certain features that seem to be optimal for efficient cellular entry: a linear polymer displaying 7–9 guanidinium groups.

1.4 Mechanism of cation-mediated internalization

The finding that small cationic peptides could cross cell membranes and enter the cytosol was of major interest to the field of protein therapeutics. Current protein therapeutics act primarily against extracellular targets (Stayton et al., 2005), mainly because most proteins are not internalized by cells. Developing tools to ferry proteins across membranes would open up an entirely new spectrum of potential therapeutics. Essential to the development of better cationic tags, however, is an understanding of the mechanism by which these peptides enter cells. Toward that end, much work has been done to understand the interactions between these peptides and the cell surface. The next section will explore the mechanistic studies of PTDs somewhat chronologically, as the model has changed considerably over the past few years.

Initial studies of PTD internalization focused on HIV-Tat peptide and an amphipathic peptide from the Antennapedia homeodomain (Ant). Researchers working with Ant found that internalization in cultured cells was independent of temperature, occurring at both 37 °C and 4 °C (Derossi et al., 1994). Because endocytosis does not occur at 4 °C, this finding indicated that
PTDs did not enter cells through an endocytic mechanism. This result was also observed by a group studying HIV-1 Tat peptide (Thoren et al., 2003). Norden and coworkers showed that Ant was able to cross pure lipid bilayers (Thoren et al., 2000), suggesting a novel mechanism for PTD internalization involving direct interaction with the plasma membrane. Models were proposed that involved either localized disruption of the bilayer or transient pore formation induced by peptide binding to the surface Figure 1-1 (Prochiantz, 2000). In Chapter 2, we directly test the ability of polyarginine to cross lipid bilayers utilizing a liposome-leakage assay.

Dowdy and coworkers showed that the internalization of HIV-Tat β-gal constructs was also independent of temperature (Schwarze et al., 1999). They subsequently noted that for entry of protein fusions, the entire cargo had to be denatured (Vocero-Akbani et al., 2000; Vocero-Akbani et al., 2001). They proposed that upon cellular entry, chaperones would allow for proper refolding of proteins.

Fixation Artifacts

In 2001, Lebleu and coworkers reported that HIV-Tat localization was different in fixed and living cells (Richard et al., 2003). Previously, all mechanistic studies concerning HIV-TAT had been done with fixed, cultured cells. In fixed cells, peptide localized to all regions of the cell with much peptide being localized to the nucleolus (Mitchell et al., 2000; Suzuki et al., 2002). In living cells, however, peptides were not seen in the nucleus. Rather, peptides were found in the cytoplasm and vesicles (Richard et al., 2003). Further studies showed that internalization was temperature- and ATP-dependent, suggesting that internalization occurred via an endocytic mechanism, contradicting many of the earlier studies (Futaki, 2005). Similar results were found
for R9 (Fuchs and Raines, 2004) and β-peptides (Potocky et al., 2003). Hence, the validity of all early experiments concerning PTD mechanism was called into question and live-cell microscopy became the obligate tool for studying the PTD internalization mechanism.

Cell-Surface Binding – Role of Cell-Surface Glycosaminoglycans

The surface of mammalian cells is negatively charged due mainly to their anionic polysaccharides (Iozzo, 2005). For example, polysaccharides such as heparan sulfate (HS) are attached to cell-surface proteins in the Golgi apparatus to form glycosaminoglycans (GAGs) (Whitelock and Iozzo, 2005). HS is usually found attached to one of two proteins in mammalian cells; syndecan – a transmembrane protein, or glypican – a GPI-anchored protein most often associated with lipid rafts. After their biosynthesis in the Golgi, these proteins are transported to and displayed on the plasma membrane.

GAGs mediate important cell–cell signaling interactions and are turned over frequently (Yanagishita, 1998). Syndecan and glypican are internalized in separate endocytic pathways. Whereas glypican is rapidly targeted to the lysosome, syndecan is internalized via clathrin-mediated endocytosis. In early endosomes, the GAGs are cleaved from their protein scaffold by proteases and then suffer partial degradation of the GAGs by glycosylases. In what seems to be a rather slow endocytic process (1-2 h), GAGs are eventually degraded in an acidic lysosomal compartment (Yanagishita, 1992; Yanagishita and Hascall, 1992).

Cell–surface polysaccharides often act as important molecules for cell signaling and adhesion (Hacker et al., 2005). Many viruses, including herpesviruses, require the presence of HS for efficient infection (Spear, 2004). Further, signaling molecules including FGF require the
presence of HS for stable signal transduction (Roghani and Moscatelli, 1992; Gleizes et al., 1995). In fact, GAGs have been determined to be essential for the cellular entry of many proteins. For example, members of the fibroblast growth factor (FGF) superfamily require binding to HS and their cognate FGF-receptor protein for productive endocytosis (Roghani and Moscatelli, 1992). It has also been noted that HS mediates the internalization of polycations such as cationic lipids (Mislick and Baldeschwieler, 1996). Because of the well-established link between HS and polycation transport, GAGs such as HS became candidate receptors for PTDs.

Tyagi and coworkers were the first to show the importance of HS in PTD internalization. Using the entire HIV-Tat protein, they showed that internalization was not only an endocytic process but also requires the presence of HS (Tyagi et al., 2001). Several groups have characterized the interaction between HIV-Tat and HS (Hakansson et al., 2001; Ziegler and Seelig, 2004). In Chapter 2, we describe the role of GAGs in R₉ uptake. From our data, and that of others, we developed a model for cationic peptide internalization based on interactions with cell-surface carbohydrates (Figure 1-3).

Internalization in Living Cells

It is clear from a number of studies that PTD internalization in living cells is an endocytic process (Potocky et al., 2003; Richard et al., 2003; Fuchs and Raines, 2004). Yet, endocytosis is a general term that refers to a number of cellular processes. Therefore, many groups have tried to delineate the exact pathway of PTD entry into cells.

Dowdy and coworkers used a live-cell reporter assay to show that Tat-conjugated proteins were internalized via macropinocytosis (Wadia et al., 2004). Macropinocytosis is a pathway that
involves invaginations of lipid raft regions of the plasma membrane (Johannes and Lamaze, 2002). They furthered showed that the Tat peptide alone followed the same pathway (Kaplan et al., 2005).

Several groups have attributed internalization to other endocytic processes. Beaumelle and coworkers reported that HIV-TAT internalization occurred in clathrin-coated pits (Vendeville et al., 2004). Further, Melikov and coworkers also showed that unconjugated TAT peptide internalization involves HS and is clathrin dependent (Richard et al., 2005). Clathrin-mediated endocytosis does not occur in lipid rafts and therefore these results disagree with a model of macropinocytosis.

Most recently, Brock and coworkers have reported what they claim is a unifying model of peptide internalization. They found PTDs to be internalized via three mechanisms; macropinocytosis, clathrin-mediated endocytosis, and caveolae-mediated endocytosis (Fotin-Mleczek et al., 2005). They showed that these three pathways competed with each other, but that internalization by the clathrin-mediated pathway had faster kinetics. Further, the clathrin-mediated pathway was only utilized at high (> 5 μM) peptide concentrations.

Delivery of PTDs to the cytoplasm

Current data suggest that both peptides and proteins fused to PTDs proceed into the cell via interactions with cellular polysaccharides (Zorko and Langel, 2005). Yet, the efficiency of delivery to the cytoplasm seems to be different for peptides and fusion proteins (Silhol et al., 2002; Maiolo et al., 2005). For delivery of macromolecules into the cytoplasm by endocytosis, the molecules must at some point cross a bilayer (plasma membrane, endosomal, or otherwise).
This step has been difficult to visualize and thus localize in live cells. Recently, Rothbard and coworkers suggested that guanidinium-containing peptides first form hydrogen bonds with anionic receptors (phospholipids) on the cell surface and then partition into the lipid bilayer in the direction dictated by the $\mathbf{K}^+$ gradient present across the endosomal membrane (Rothbard et al., 2004; Rothbard et al., 2005). This model explained the ATP dependence of uptake as well as further defined the role of the guanidinium group. In contrast, Matile and coworkers examined the role of counterions in promoting exchange between surface-bound peptide and peptide partitioned into the bilayer (Sakai and Matile, 2003; Nishihara et al., 2005). They found that in the presence of hydrophobic counteranions, the positive charges of polyarginine could be neutralized thus promoting bilayer partitioning. Their data suggest that, in the presence of the proper hydrophobic counterion, peptides should be able to translocate across a bilayer without the need for ATP hydrolysis.

Another model proposed by several labs involves requisite endosomal acidification for peptide release into the cytoplasm (Fischer et al., 2002; Koch et al., 2003; Potocky et al., 2003; Magzoub et al., 2005). Graslund and coworkers showed that the release of PTDs from lipid vesicles could be induced by creating an artificial pH gradient mimicking the gradient that exists between endosomal vesicles and the cytosol (Magzoub et al., 2005). Gellman and coworkers showed that endosomal release of $\beta$-TAT was blocked by the addition of ammonium chloride, which blocks endosomal acidification (Potocky et al., 2003).
Current model

The plethora of data concerning PTD entry acquired in the last few years has begun to shed light on these remarkable peptides. We know that the initial attachment to the cell surface is mediated by carbohydrates; most likely heparan sulfate and other sulfated GAGs (Tyagi et al., 2001; Fuchs and Raines, 2004). Internalization is an endocytic process as peptides are colocalized with vesicle markers within living cells (Fuchs and Raines, 2004). The route through which these reach the cytoplasm is unclear but could involve the activity of heparanases as well as ATP-dependent pumps to enable the release of peptides. Nonetheless, it is possible that the heparan sulfate pathway could be a non-productive pathway that competes with an ATP-independent mechanism of transport, possibly involving bilayer partitioning. We show a current model for cationic PTD entry in Figure 1-3.

1.5 Other Functions of Cationic peptides

Biochemists have tried to exploit the properties of polycations such as polyarginine for many years. In 1976, Mandel and Fasman showed that polylysine or histones could condense DNA and be used to facilitate DNA delivery to cells (Mandel and Fasman, 1976). This work was advanced with the discovery and development of cationic lipids for the delivery of molecules into mammalian cells (Magee and Miller, 1972). Cationic lipids are now commonly used for the cellular delivery of proteins and nucleic acids (Hart, 2005).

Cationic peptides have promise as simple tags for proteins. Sassenfeld and Brewer showed that they could take advantage of the cationic nature of arginine by using short polyarginine
sequences to facilitate purification of recombinant proteins (Sassenfeld and Brewer, 1984). They further showed this tag could be specifically removed by carboxypeptidase B, an exoprotease that sequentially cleaves basic amino acids from the C-terminus of polypeptides. Wagner and coworkers noted that short polyarginine tags allowed for reversible immobilization of proteins onto solid supports (Nock et al., 1997). They were able to immobilize green fluorescent protein (GFP) on mica surfaces and show that binding required the presence of the polyarginine tag. High ionic strength buffer caused desorption of the GFP by competition for surface binding.

The use of polycations has not been limited to proteins. Several groups have reported that polycationic polymers can be complexed with DNA plasmids to form multilayer thin films for the release of DNA into cells (Klugherz et al., 2000; Schuler and Caruso, 2001; Jewell et al., 2005). Lynn and coworkers have made ester-containing cationic polymers that are hydrolyzed at a specific rate to release DNA in a controlled manner (Vazquez et al., 2002).

In Chapter 3, we describe the use of polyarginine fusion tags not only for internalization, but also immobilization and purification. Appendix II describes ongoing work done in collaboration with the Lynn group on the synthesis and properties of multilayered films of anionic polymers with small molecules and proteins fused to a PTD.

1.6 Prospectus

The applications of small peptides that facilitate transport into the cell are seemingly endless. Still, much remains to be understood about how these molecules work. The following section describes some of these unresolved issues.
Visualizing and enhancing endosomal escape

How do PTDs cross a cellular membrane into the cytoplasm? This is both the most difficult question to answer and the most difficult question to begin addressing. While fluorescence microscopy has been the useful tool in following PTD transport, visualizing the crossing of a peptide through a membrane is complicated by the build-up of fluorescent peptide in vesicles. Therefore new tools need to be developed to mask fluorescence prior to membrane crossing. Recently, our lab has published the synthesis of a small-molecule latent fluorophore that is non fluorescent until the molecule is cleaved by an esterase (Chandran et al., 2005). Others have developed probes with fluorescence that responds to changes in pH or redox potential (Rijkers et al., 1990; Hanson et al., 2002; Hanson et al., 2004). All of these tools could be utilized to visualize the later stages of PTD internalization.

The fraction of internalized PTDs that actually reach the cytosol is unknown. It is likely that a significant amount of peptide is routed to the lysosome, and there suffers degradation. Thus, it would be beneficial to design peptides with better internalization efficiency. There are many toxic peptides that form pores in membrane bilayers. Wolff and coworkers were able to mask the pore-forming activity of the bee-venom toxin melittin until the peptide reached the endosome (Rozema et al., 2003). Upon reaching the endosome these peptides were activated, and they efficiently lysed the endosomal bilayer, and entered the cytoplasm. This technique, termed "Endosomolysis by Masking of a Membrane-Active Agent" (EMMA), allowed for controlled activation of the toxic activity of the peptide without promoting lysis of the plasma membrane and subsequent cell death. This approach was limited by lack of affinity for the cell surface. One
could, however, envision combining EMMA with a PTD such as polyarginine to promote not only cell-surface binding but also endosomal release.

*Engineered Cationic Proteins*

Much of the work with polycation-mediated internalization has focused on cationic peptides. As noted above, the chemical conversion of acidic residues into amines increases protein uptake. Is it possible to install cationic residues within a protein so as to bestow the ability to enter cells without affecting wild-type function? We attempt to address this question in Chapter 4 and Appendix I by using green fluorescent protein (GFP) and RNase A as model proteins.

1.7 Conclusion

The field of PTD cellular translocation has progressed rapidly over the past decade. Although much remains to be understood about the mechanism(s) of uptake, the great promise of these peptides as tools for drug delivery and scientific discovery make them a worthwhile area for research. Gaining a good understanding of the potential of these peptides will require a multidisciplinary and multidirectional approach. In turn, illuminating PTD function will likely lead to the discovery of new and useful applications.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Sequence</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Natural peptides</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIV-1 Tat</td>
<td>RKKRRQRRR</td>
<td>(Vives et al., 1997)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIV-1 Rev</td>
<td>TRQARRNRRRRRWRERQRG</td>
<td>(Suzuki et al., 2002)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FHV coat</td>
<td>RRRRNRTRRRNRRKVRG</td>
<td>(Suzuki et al., 2002)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antennapedia (Ant)</td>
<td>RQIKIWFQNRRRMKWK</td>
<td>(Derossi et al., 1994)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nucleoplasmin</td>
<td>KRPAAIKV</td>
<td>(Suzuki et al., 2002)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buforin II</td>
<td>TRSSRAQLQFVPGVHRLLRK</td>
<td>(Park et al., 2000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPV3</td>
<td>RKKRRRESRKKRRRES</td>
<td>(De Coupade et al., 2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPV7</td>
<td>GKRKKKGKLGKKRDP</td>
<td>(De Coupade et al., 2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPV10</td>
<td>SRRARRSPRGLGS</td>
<td>(De Coupade et al., 2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPV15b</td>
<td>GAYDLRRRERQSRRLRRREQRQSR</td>
<td>(De Coupade et al., 2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPV1047</td>
<td>VKRGLKLRHVPRVTRMDV</td>
<td>(De Coupade et al., 2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Synthetic peptides</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R9</td>
<td>RRRRRRRRRR</td>
<td>(Mitchell et al., 2000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r9</td>
<td>RRRRRRRRRR</td>
<td>(Mitchell et al., 2000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pVEC</td>
<td>LLIIRRRRIKQAHHSK</td>
<td>(Elmqquist et al., 2001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SynB1</td>
<td>RGGRLSYRRRFSTSTGR</td>
<td>(Rousselle et al., 2000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pept4</td>
<td>YARAAARQARA</td>
<td>(Ho et al., 2001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pep-1</td>
<td>KETWWETWWTEWSQPKKKRV</td>
<td>(Morris et al., 2001)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1-1: Mechanism for intracellular translocation of cationic peptides. (A) Peptides are trapped in inverted micelles within the plasma membrane. These micelles can reopen inside the cell releasing peptide cargo. (B) Micelles perturb the plasma membrane locally, allowing cationic peptides to cross directly into the cytosol. Figure adapted from (Prochiantz, 2000).
Figure 1-2: Pathway for the transduction of cationic peptides into cells. Cationic PTDs
bind to HS proteoglycans on the cell surface. PTDs are internalized by endocytosis.
HS is degraded by hepananases. Free PTDs leak from endocytic vesicles and enter
the cytosol. Figure taken from (Fuchs and Raines, 2004).
Figure 1-3: Current model of cationic peptide translocation into cells. Translocation consists of three steps: binding, internalization, and endosomal escape. Binding (A) of cationic peptides (purple) has been shown to be mediated by GAGs such as HS (green and yellow) and not occur through direct interaction with the plasma membrane. Internalization (B) probably occurs through several endocytic mechanisms including clathrin-mediated endocytosis, macropinocytosis and caveolae-mediated endocytosis. After their internalization, peptides are released from GAGs first by proteases (beige) and then heparanases (pink), which yield smaller GAG chains. Endosomal escape (D) can occur through a number of different mechanisms, including electropotential-mediated pore formation, pH-induced release, and counterion-mediated lipid partitioning.
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Chapter Two

Pathway for Polyarginine Entry into Mammalian Cells

This chapter was published in part as:
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2.1 Abstract

Cationic peptides known as protein transduction domains (PTDs) provide a means to deliver molecules into mammalian cells. Here, nonaarginine (R₉), the most efficacious of known PTDs, is used to elucidate the pathway for PTD internalization. Although R₉ is found in the cytosol as well as the nucleolus when cells are fixed, this peptide is observed only in the endocytic vesicles of live cells. Co-localization studies with vesicular markers confirm that PTDs are internalized by endocytosis rather than by crossing the plasma membrane. The inability of R₉ to enter living cells deficient in heparan sulfate (HS) suggests that binding to HS is necessary for PTD internalization. This finding is consistent with the high affinity of R₉ for heparin ($K_d = 109$ nM). Finally, R₉ is shown to promote the leakage of liposomes, but only at high peptide:lipid ratios. These and other data indicate that the PTD-mediated delivery of molecules into live mammalian cells involves: (1) binding to cell-surface HS, (2) uptake by endocytosis, (3) release upon HS degradation, and (4) leakage from endocytic vesicles.
2.2 Introduction

Facilitating the delivery of molecules into mammalian cells is of substantial interest (Denicourt and Dowdy, 2003; Green et al., 2003; Hallbrink et al., 2001; Leifert and Lindsay Whitton, 2003; Thierry et al., 2003; Vives et al., 2003). Developing the means to do so can generate both insights into cellular function and potential applications in biomedicine. As early as 1965, Ryser noted that mixing polylysine or other cationic macromolecules with proteins greatly increases the uptake of those proteins by cells (Ryser and Hancock, 1965). In 1988, Frankel and Green independently discovered that the RNA-binding HIV-TAT protein was capable of crossing lipid bilayers (Frankel and Pabo, 1988; Green and Loewenstein, 1988). The dissection of HIV-TAT function has revealed that a small cationic domain, residues 47–57, is responsible for transduction (Vives et al., 1997). Other cationic, nucleic acid-binding sequences are likewise capable of entering cells (Coeysaux et al., 2003; Suzuki et al., 2002). Peptide-like molecules and even non-peptidyl polycations are capable of crossing lipid bilayers (Mitchell et al., 2000; Suzuki et al., 2002). These cationic “protein transduction domains” (PTDs) are not only capable of entering cells but also can be used to deliver molecular cargo (Eguchi et al., 2001; Fawell et al., 1994; Schwarze et al., 1999), such as proteins, oligonucleotides, and small molecules (Backer et al., 2002; Hallbrink et al., 2001; Pooga et al., 2001; Schwarze and Dowdy, 2000; Wender et al., 2000).

What are the physicochemical characteristics of cationic PTDs? A natural backbone is not necessary for transduction, as d-amino acid (Derossi et al., 1996), peptoid (Wender et al., 2000), oligocarbamate (Wender et al., 2002), β-peptide (Rueping et al., 2002; Umezawa et al., 2002),
and 6-aminocaproic acid (Rothbard et al., 2002) analogs are capable of entering cells. In contrast, the positive charge of cationic PTD is essential for transduction, and arginine is preferred over lysine or histidine (Mitchell et al., 2000). Nonaarginine (R₉) is the most efficacious known PTD that is composed of natural L-amino acid residues (Wender et al., 2000).

Although the use of PTDs as macromolecular delivery devices has received much attention, the mechanism of PTD internalization remains controversial (Leifert and Lindsay Whitton, 2003). To date, most mechanistic studies have been performed with fixed cells (Futaki et al., 2002; Mai et al., 2002; Mitchell et al., 2000; Ragin et al., 2002; Rothbard et al., 2002; Rueping et al., 2002; Suzuki et al., 2002; Umezawa et al., 2002; Wender et al., 2002). Recently, Johansson, Lebleu, and their coworkers showed that cell fixation alters the transduction of cationic peptides (Lundberg and Johansson, 2002; Richard et al., 2003). Internalization was found to be energy-dependent, and the internalized peptide was observed in the endocytic vesicles of living cells (Richard et al., 2003). Dervan, Johansson, and their coworkers have reported similar cell-fixation artifacts for the transduction of N-methylpyrrole/N-methylimidazole polyamides (Belitsky et al., 2002) and PTD–green fluorescent protein fusions (Lundberg et al., 2003).

There have also been conflicting reports on whether PTDs bind to cell-surface glycosaminoglycans (GAGs) (Belting, 2003; Mai et al., 2002; Suzuki et al., 2002; Tyagi et al., 2001). The cell surface is coated with polysaccharides such as HS and sialic acid, and these molecules are known to mediate the binding of many proteins to cells (Belting, 2003). GAGs are actively internalized from the cell surface in vesicles (Yanagishita, 1998), and this turnover could allow for the passive uptake of interacting macromolecules. Tyagi has shown that the internalization of HIV-TAT protein is dependent on the presence of heparan sulfate.
proteoglycans (HSPGs) (Tyagi et al., 2001). Subsequently, however, Sugiura reported that this constraint does not exist for polyarginine internalization into fixed cells (Suzuki et al., 2002).

Here, we examine the internalization of R₉ into both fixed and living cells. We also analyze R₉ internalization into living GAG-deficient Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells, and we extend those analyses with both qualitative and quantitative experiments on the binding of R₉ to heparin. Finally, we determine whether R₉ is able to promote the leakage of liposomes. Together, the data reveal provisions for the entry of a cationic PTD into mammalian cells.

2.3 Materials and Methods

Materials. Amino acids for peptide synthesis were from Novabiochem (Darmstadt, Germany). 5-(and 6-)Carboxytetramethylrhodamine (TAMRA), Hoescht 33342, and FM 1-43 were from Molecular Probes (Eugene, OR). Solvents were from Aldrich Chemical (Milwaukee, WI). Egg phosphatidylcholine (PC) and low-molecular weight heparin (Mr 3000) were from Sigma Chemical (St. Louis, MO). All other chemicals were from Fisher Scientific (Pittsburgh, PA) or Aldrich Chemical (Milwaukee, WI), and were used without further purification.

CHO-K1 cells were from the American Type Culture Collection (Manassas, VA). CHO–pgsD-677 cells (Lidholt et al., 1992) and CHO–pgsA-745 cells (Esko et al., 1985) were gifts of R. I. Montgomery. Cell culture medium and supplements were from Life Technologies (Gaithersburg, MD).

Peptide Synthesis. R₉ was synthesized by normal Fmoc-based solid-phase peptide synthesis with an Applied Biosystems Model 432A peptide synthesizer. R₉ was cleaved from the Rink acid
resin by incubation for 4 h in trfluoroacetic acid/ethanedithiol/phenol/thioanisole (32:4:3:1) and precipitated in diethylether. R9 was purified by reversed-phase HPLC on a C4 column using a gradient of water:acetonitrile containing trfluoroacetic acid (0.1% v/v), and analyzed by matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization–time-of-flight (MALDI–TOF) mass spectrometry using a Bruker Biflex III instrument (m/z 1424.97; expected: 1423.69).

**Peptide Labeling.** R9 was labeled on resin by incubation for 4 h with TAMRA (4 equivalents) in dimethylformamide containing benzotriazole-1-yl-oxy-tris-pyrrolidino-phosphonium hexafluorophosphate (4 equivalents) and diisopropylethylamine (8 equivalents). The resin was washed with dimethylformamide and dichloromethane before deprotection as described above. TAMRA–R9 was purified by reversed-phase HPLC and analyzed by MALDI–TOF mass spectrometry (m/z 1837.92; expected: 1837.13).

**Liposomal Leakage.** Egg phosphatidyl choline liposomes containing carboxyfluorescein (100 mM) were formed as described previously (Medina et al., 2002). Liposomes of 100-μm diameter were generated by passage (>10 times) through a mini-extruder (Avanti Polar Lipids). Promotion of vesicular leakage by R9 was monitored by an increase in fluorescence intensity at 515 nm (excitation: 495 nm) using a QuantaMaster 1 photon-counting fluorometer from Photon Technology International (South Brunswick, NJ). Experiments were performed in 20 mM HEPES–NaOH buffer, pH 7.2. Percent leakage (%L) was calculated as $100 \cdot (I - I_o)/(I_{detergent} - I_o)$ where $I_o$ is the initial fluorescence intensity and $I_{detergent}$ is the intensity following the addition of Triton X-100 (to 0.1% v/v). Following each experiment, exact phospholipid concentrations were measured by using the method of Ames (Ames, 1966).
Cell Culture. CHO cell lines were cultured in Ham's F-12 medium supplemented with fetal calf serum (to 10% v/v) and antibiotics. Cells were grown in a CO₂ (5% v/v) atmosphere at 37 °C.

Peptide Internalization. CHO cells were seeded in 4-well Lab-Tek-II chamber slides (Nalge Nunc International, Naperville, IL) in Ham's F-12 medium. Labeled peptide was added to each slide, which was then incubated at 37 °C. After 60 min, cells were washed (6 times) with PBS containing Ca²⁺ (0.1 g/L) and Mg²⁺ (0.1 g/L). Fixed cells were prepared according to the procedure that we described previously (Umezawa et al., 2002). Cellular localization was visualized using an Eclipse E800 fluorescence microscope from Nikon (Tokyo, Japan) equipped with a 60X or 100X lens.

Heparin-Affinity Chromatography. The interaction of R₉ and heparin was assessed qualitatively by affinity chromatography. A 1.0-mL HiTrap Heparin HP column from Amersham Pharmacia Biotech (Piscataway, NJ) was equilibrated with 50 mM sodium acetate buffer (pH 5.0). Labeled peptide (~2 mg) was loaded onto the column, and eluted with a linear gradient of NaCl (0–2 M) in the same buffer. Peptide elution was monitored by absorbance at 280 and 535 nm.

Binding of TAMRA–R₉ to Heparin. An increase in the fluorescence of TAMRA–R₉ at 590 nm (excitation: 531 nm) accompanies its binding to soluble heparin. This increase was used to quantitate the affinity of TAMRA–R₉ (1.0 nM) for heparin (Mᵣ 3000) in 20 mM HEPES–NaOH buffer, pH 7.5, using an EnVision multilabel plate reader from PerkinElmer (Wellesley, MA).
2.4 Results

*R₉ Internalization in CHO Cells.* Earlier this year, the intracellular localization of HIV-TAT peptide in fixed cells was reported to differ from that in living cells (Richard et al., 2003). To explore whether this dichotomy is a general feature of cationic PTDs, TAMRA–R₉ internalization was examined in living and fixed CHO-K1 cells. In living cells, TAMRA–R₉ was found in what appeared to be vesicles within the cell (Figure 2-1A). Upon fixing with paraformaldehyde (4% w/v), TAMRA–R₉ migrated to the nucleolus and diffused throughout the cytoplasm (Figure 2-1B). Similar results were observed when cells were fixed with acetone/methanol (1:1) (data not shown).

To confirm that TAMRA–R₉ did indeed localize to the vesicles of living cells, the localization of TAMRA–R₉ was compared to that of the dyes FM 1-43 (which is a marker for endocytic vesicles) and Hoescht 33342 (which is a cell-permeable nuclear stain). Both TAMRA–R₉ and FM 1-43 appeared in punctate vesicular structures (Figure 2-2). No TAMRA–R₉ was visible in the nucleus of living cells.

*R₉ Uptake by Glycosaminoglycan-Deficient CHO Cells.* The CHO–pgsD-677 and CHO–pgsA-745 cell lines have mutations in the glycosaminoglycan (GAG) biosynthetic pathway. Specifically, CHO–pgsD-677 cells do not produce HS (Lidholt et al., 1992), and CHO–pgsA-745 cells produce neither HS nor chondroitin sulfate (CS) (Esko et al., 1985). TAMRA–R₉ was incubated with these mutant cells and wild-type CHO-K1 cells (positive control experiment), and its uptake was examined by fluorescence microscopy. Although TAMRA–R₉ was clearly visible in CHO-K1 cells, there was almost no detectable fluorescence from TAMRA–R₉ in GAG-deficient cell lines (Figure 2-3). These data indicate that interaction with GAGs on the cell
surface is critical for TAMRA–R₉ internalization. Adding exogenous heparin to CHO-K1 cells prior to the addition of TAMRA–R₉ leads to results similar to that with the GAG-deficient cell lines (data not shown), presumably because the exogenous heparin competes with cell-surface GAGs for TAMRA–R₉.

Binding of TAMRA–R₉ to Heparin. The interaction of R₉ with heparin (Figure 2-4A), which mimics the GAGs on the surface of a mammalian cell, was probed in both qualitative and quantitative assays. The qualitative assay used affinity chromatography with immobilized heparin. TAMRA–R₉ was found to bind extremely tightly to immobilized heparin, eluting at approximately 1.5 M NaCl in 50 mM sodium acetate buffer, pH 5.0 (Figure 2-4B). This affinity is comparable to that of the HIV-TAT peptide under similar conditions (Hakansson et al., 2001).

The affinity of TAMRA–R₉ for soluble heparin was quantitated with a direct titration monitored by fluorescence spectroscopy. To determine the value of the equilibrium dissociation constant ($K_d$), binding data were fitted by nonlinear regression analysis to the equation:

$$K_d'' = \frac{[\text{heparin}][\text{TAMRA–R}_9]}{[\text{heparin} \cdot n\text{TAMRA–R}_9]}$$

with the program Prism 4 from GraphPad (San Diego, CA). Because heparin ($M_t$ 3000) and TAMRA–R₉ ($M_t$ 1836) are essentially homopolymers of similar mass, the value of $n$ is likely to be near unity. For $n = 1$, $K_d = 109 \pm 13$ nM (Figure 2-4C). Allowing the value of $n$ to vary gave $n = 0.87 \pm 0.05$ and $K_d = 119 \pm 16$ nM, which is not distinguishable from the value of $K_d$ calculated with $n = 1$.

Liposomal Leakage. Some cell-permeating peptides enter mammalian cells by interacting directly with the lipid bilayer (Prochiantz, 2000). The ability of peptides to disrupt membrane integrity can be measured with a liposomal leakage assay (Medina et al., 2002). Carboxyfluorescein was encapsulated in liposomes at a high concentration (>100 mM), which
quenches its intrinsic fluorescence. Upon vesicle disruption, leakage occurs, resulting in an increase in fluorescence. In a negative control experiment, no leakage of carboxyfluorescein from egg PC vesicles was observed in buffer alone (data not shown). R₉-Induced leakage in a peptide concentration-dependent manner (Figure 2-5A). This result indicates that R₉ is capable of disrupting the lipid bilayer. Yet, a peptide:lipid molar ratio of nearly 1:1 was required to induce leakage by R₉ (Figure 2-5B). In a positive control experiment, melittin (which forms pores in lipid bilayers (Yang et al., 2001)) caused more rapid leakage at 30 nM than did R₉ at 260 nM (data not shown).

2.5 Discussion

The efficacy of nascent chemotherapeutics can be limited by their ability to enter mammalian cells (Rojas et al., 1998; Schwarze et al., 1999). PTDs can expedite delivery (Denicourt and Dowdy, 2003; Green et al., 2003; Hallbrink et al., 2001; Leifert and Lindsay Whitton, 2003; Thierry et al., 2003; Vives et al., 2003). Determining the requirements for PTD entry into cells could enable the creation of even better molecular devices to effect internalization, as well as reveal new aspects of cellular biochemistry and biophysics.

Previous work has led to conflicting conclusions regarding the interaction of PTDs with cells. The mechanism by which peptide toxins, such as mellitin and magainin, interact with cells has been studied extensively, and these peptides are known to form pores in the plasma membrane (Yang et al., 2001). Penetratin, which is a cationic peptide corresponding to the third α-helix of the Antennapedia homeodomain, is capable of crossing membranes without causing vesicle
disruption. In the presence of a lipid bilayer, penetratin appears to form an amphipathic α-helix, which facilitates its insertion into the bilayer (Fischer et al., 2000; Thoren et al., 2000). HIV-TAT peptide has likewise been found in a helical structure by NMR spectroscopy, suggesting that HIV-TAT and perhaps other PTDs could act in a manner similar to penetratin (Silhol et al., 2002).

Early mechanistic studies on the cellular entry of PTDs were performed with fixed cells (Futaki et al., 2002; Mai et al., 2002; Mitchell et al., 2000; Ragin et al., 2002; Rothbard et al., 2002; Rueping et al., 2002; Suzuki et al., 2002; Umezawa et al., 2002; Wender et al., 2002). Fixation is believed to permeate membranes (Richard et al., 2003), and allows vesicle-entrapped peptides and proteins to travel to new locations (Lundberg and Johansson, 2002; Lundberg et al., 2003; Richard et al., 2003). Likewise, we find that TAMRA–R9 is found in different cellular locations in fixed and living cells. Specifically, TAMRA–R9 localizes in the nucleolus and cytoplasm of fixed cells (Figure 2-1B). In living cells, however, TAMRA–R9 is found primarily in vesicles (Figures 2-1A and 2-2). As a result, our efforts to elucidate the requirements for PTD internalization have focused on living cells.

In living cells, cationic proteins such as HIV-TAT protein and some analogues of ribonuclease A (which is a small cationic protein (Raines, 1998)) are thought to bind to anionic carbohydrates on the cell surface (Ogawa et al., 2002; Tyagi et al., 2001). Moreover, polysaccharides such as heparan sulfate are believed to play important roles in cellular signaling by initiating the binding of certain proteins to their cellular receptors (Renato, 2001 #1512; Bernfield, 1999 #1513; Belting, 2003 #12). On the cell surface, heparan sulfate is attached to either transmembrane proteins to form syndecans or GPI-anchored proteins to form glypicans.
(Sasisekharan and Myette, 2003; Varki et al., 1999). The HS side chains of these heparan sulfate proteoglycans (HSPGs) undergo hydrolytic degradation by hepananases *en route* to the lysosome (Yanagishitia and Hascall, 1984).

A number of proteins are known to bind to specific HSPGs. For some of these proteins, HS is believed to act as the receptor for cellular entry (Hashimoto et al., 1997). We find that the entry of a cationic PTD into living mammalian cells relies on the presence of HSPGs. Specifically, the entry of TAMRA–R₉ into CHO cells that are deficient in HS is decreased greatly relative to that into wild-type cells (Figure 2-3). Similar results have been observed with the intact HIV-1 TAT protein (Hashimoto et al., 1997).

HS and heparin are analogous glycosaminoglycans (Sasisekharan and Venkataraman, 2000; Varki et al., 1999). Accordingly, heparin has been used as a surrogate for HS in a wide variety of biochemical experiments (Bilozur and Biswas, 1990; San Antonio et al., 1994; Zhou et al., 1999). We reasoned that if HSPGs mediate the cellular entry of PTDs, then cationic peptides such as TAMRA–R₉ should have a measurable affinity for heparin. Indeed, we find that TAMRA–R₉ binds strongly to immobilized heparin (Figure 2-4B), which mimics the HS side chains of cell-surface HSPGs. Moreover, the soluble heparin·TAMRA–R₉ complex has a value of $K_d$ near 0.1 μM (Figure 2-4C), which is similar to that of a typical receptor–ligand interaction.

How does R₉ release from HS and escape from endocytic vesicles? HS is cleaved by hepananases, first in vesicles of neutral pH and then in acidic endosomes (Belting, 2003; McKenzie et al., 2003; Yanagishitia and Hascall, 1984). HS cleavage would diminish its anion valency and should thus diminish its affinity for R₉. We find that free R₉ is capable of disrupting a lipid bilayer and causing a liposome to leak (Figure 2-5). This leakage is maximal between pH
7.5 and 9.5 (data not shown), suggesting that R9 could escape from endosomes prior to their acidification. Regardless, R9-induced liposomal leakage occurs at a peptide:lipid molar ratio that is 10- to 100-fold greater than that for known pore-forming peptides (Medina et al., 2002). Thus, the disruption of lipid bilayers is likely to play a limited role in transduction at low concentrations of R9, and a relatively high concentration could be necessary for efficient transduction.

Our findings are consistent with a four-step pathway for the entry of cationic PTDs into the cytoplasm of mammalian cells (Figure 2-6). First, peptides bind to HSPGs on the cell surface. These peptides are then taken up into a cell by heparan sulfate-mediated endocytosis. Once in vesicles, HS is degraded by heparanases, releasing the PTD. Finally, unbound PTD escapes from the vesicles after achieving a concentration high enough to promote vesicular leakage. This pathway bears some analogy to those proposed for the cellular entry of other HS-binding proteins, such as bFGF (Sperinde and Nugent, 2000) or follistatin (Sugino et al., 1997). The identity of the rate-limiting step for PTD entry (Figure 6) is not known. Identifying that step could lead to more efficacious PTDs or to transduction agonists.
Figure 2-1 Localization of TAMRA–R9 in living and fixed cells. The internalization of TAMRA–R9 (1.0 μM) was analyzed by fluorescence microscopy. Cells were counterstained with Hoescht 33342. (A) living CHO-K1 cells. (B) CHO-K1 cells fixed with paraformaldehyde. Bar, 10 μm.
Figure 2-2 Co-localization of TAMRA–R9 in living cells. The internalization of TAMRA–R9 (1.0 μM) and marker dyes into living CHO-K1 cells was analyzed by fluorescence microscopy. (A) TAMRA–R9. (B) FM 1-43. (C) TAMRA–R9, FM 1-43, and Hoescht 33342. (D) Bright-field image of CHO-K1 cells. Bar, 10 μm.
Figure 2-3  Dependence of TAMRA–R9 internalization into living cells on glycosaminoglycans. Internalization of TAMRA–R9 (1.0 µM) into living wild-type and mutant CHO cells. (A) CHO-K1 cells (wild-type). (B) CHO–pgsD-677 cells (which lack HS). C, CHO–pgsA-745 cells (which lack HS and CS). Bar, 10 µm.
Figure 2-4  Affinity of TAMRA–R₉ for heparin. (A) Prevalent structural motif in heparin.²  
(B) Elution profile from affinity chromatography of TAMRA–R₉ on immobilized  
heparin. TAMRA–R₉ was eluted with a linear gradient of NaCl (0–2 M)  
(conductivity, thin line), and monitored by its absorbance at 280 nm (thick line).  
(C) Fluorescence titration of TAMRA–R₉ (1.0 nM) with heparin (Mᵣ 3000) in  
20 mM HEPES–NaOH buffer, pH 7.5. The equilibrium dissociation constant is  
$K_d = 109 \pm 13$ nM.
Figure 2-5  R₉-Induced leakage of egg PC liposomes. (A) Time course for the leakage of carboxyfluorescein from egg PC liposomes (100-µm diameter) upon exposure to various concentrations of R₉. (B) Leakage of carboxyfluorescein from egg PC liposomes (100-µm diameter) as a function of peptide:lipid molar ratio. Data in panel B are derived from data in panel A at 180 s.
Pathway for the transduction of R₉ into cells. Cationic PTDs such as R₉ bind to HSPGs on the cell surface. PTDs are internalized by endocytosis. HS is degraded by heparanases. Free PTDs leak from endocytic vesicles and enter the cytosol.
Chapter Three

Polyarginine as a Multifunctional Fusion Tag

This chapter was published in part as:

3.1 Abstract

Fusion to cationic peptides, such as nonaarginine (R₉), provides a means to deliver molecular cargo into mammalian cells. Here, we provide a thorough analysis of the effect of an R₉ tag on the attributes of a model protein: bovine pancreatic ribonuclease (RNase A). The R₉ tag diminishes the conformational stability of RNase A (ΔTₘ = -8 °C in phosphate-buffered saline). This effect is nearly mitigated by the addition of salt. The tag does not compromise the enzymatic activity of RNase A. An R₉ tag facilitates the purification of RNase A by cation-exchange chromatography and enables the adsorption of RNase A on glass slides and silica resin with the retention of enzymatic activity. The tag can be removed precisely and completely by treatment with carboxypeptidase B. Finally, the R₉ tag increases both the cellular uptake of RNase A and the cytotoxicity of G88R RNase A, a variant that evades the cytosolic ribonuclease inhibitor protein. Thus, polyarginine is a very versatile protein fusion tags.
3.2 Introduction

Numerous cationic peptides have been shown to permeate mammalian cells (Vives et al. 1997; Suzuki et al. 2002; Coeytaux et al. 2003). These peptides can serve as protein transduction domains (PTDs) to carry both small-molecule drugs and macromolecules such as proteins into cells (Schwarze et al. 1999; Rothbard et al. 2002). Although details of the internalization mechanism are unclear, the positive charge of these peptides is known to be critical for internalization (Mitchell et al. 2000). This requirement is probably due to favorable Coulombic interactions between the peptide and anionic cell-surface molecules, especially heparin sulfate (Fuchs and Raines 2004). The length and composition of the cationic peptide is important for internalization, as 7–9 cationic charges are optimal and arginine residues are preferred over lysine (Wender et al. 2000).

Despite the substantial interest among protein scientists in using PTDs, we are not aware of a detailed analysis of the effect of a PTD on the intrinsic properties of a protein cargo. Unlike small molecules, proteins have fragile conformations that are essential for their function. The addition of a nonaarginine (R₉) fusion tag could disrupt that conformation, and hence compromise function.

While much work has focused on the utility of an R₉ fusion tag in mediating cellular internalization, there is evidence that similar tags confer other useful attributes. Over twenty years ago, conjugation to short oligomers of arginine was used to facilitate protein purification (Sassenfeld and Brewer 1984). More recently, green fluorescent protein (GFP) containing a hexaarginine tag was adsorbed reversibly onto mica surfaces (Nock et al. 1997). Cationic
peptides have also been shown to interact strongly with both plastic and glass (Chico et al. 2003).

Here, we report on the impact of an R₉ fusion tag on the conformational stability and biological function of its protein cargo. We also describe numerous applications for an R₉ tag that are unrelated to cellular internalization, as well as a means to remove the tag precisely and completely. As a model protein, we use bovine pancreatic ribonuclease (RNase A; EC 3.1.27.5), which was perhaps the most studied enzyme of the 20th century (Raines 1998) and is now the basis for a new class of cytotoxins (Leland and Raines 2001). The intrinsic enzymatic and cytotoxic activities of RNase A provide a sensitive measure of the effect of an R₉ tag on both physical and biological attributes of a protein cargo. We find that R₉ has an ensemble of virtues that is unique among known fusion tags.

### 3.3 Materials and Methods

*Cells and chemicals* *Escherichia coli*. strain BL21 (DE3) PlysS and the pET22b(+) expression vector were from Novagen (Madison, WI). Human erythroleukemia cells (line K-562) and Chinese hamster ovary (line CHO-K1) were from the American Type Culture Collection (Manassas, VA). [methyl-³H]Thymidine (6.7 Ci/mmol) was from NEN Life Science Products (Boston, MA). All other chemicals and reagents were of commercial reagent grade or better and were used without further purification.

Terrific Broth (TB) liquid medium contained (in 1 L) tryptone (12 g), yeast extract (24 g), glycerol (4 mL), KH₂PO₄ (2.31 g), and K₂HPO₄ (12.54 g). Phosphate-buffered saline (PBS)
was 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer, pH 7.4, containing NaCl (138 mM) and KCl (2.7 mM).

**Instruments.** The mass of ribonuclease variants was confirmed by matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization–time-of-flight (MALDI-TOF) mass spectrometry using a Voyager-DE-PRO Biospectrometry Workstation (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA) using 3,5-dimethoxy-4-hydroxycinnamic acid as a matrix. Fluorescence measurements were performed with a QuantaMaster 1 photon counting fluorometer equipped with sample stirring (Photon Technology International, South Brunswick, NJ). Radioactivity was quantified with a Microbeta TriLux liquid scintillation counter (Perkin Elmer, Wellesley, MA).

**Site-directed mutagenesis.** Oligonucleotides were obtained from Integrated DNA Technology (Coralville, IA). cDNA encoding variants of RNase A were created in plasmid pBXR, which directs the production of RNase A in E. coli (delCardayrè et al. 1995) by using the QuikChange mutagenesis kit from Stratagene (La Jolla, CA). All variants of RNase A possessed an N-terminal methionine residue, which has been reported to have no effect on ribonucleolytic activity (Arnold et al. 2002). An R9 tag was separated from the remainder of a protein by a triglycine linker.

**Production and purification of protein variants.** Untagged variants of RNase A and Onconase™ (which is the most cytotoxic known homolog of RNase A (Matousek et al. 2003)) were produced in E. coli and purified as described previously (Leland et al. 1998). Variants of RNase A containing a C-terminal R9 tag were prepared as follows. BL21(DE3)PlysS cells containing a plasmid that encodes an RNase A variant were grown at 37 °C with shaking (250 rpm) in TB containing ampicillin (200 μg/mL) and chloramphenicol (35 μg/mL) to an OD = 1.6
at 600 nm. cDNA expression was induced by adding isopropyl β-D-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG; to 1 mM). Cells were grown for an additional 4 h before harvesting. Cell pellets were resuspended in lysis buffer, which was 10 mM Tris–HCl buffer, pH 8.0, containing ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA; 1.0 mM), NaCl (0.10 M), and phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride (1.0 mM), and lysed by sonication. Inclusion bodies were isolated by centrifugation at 11,000g for 45 min and solubilized in denaturing solution, which was 20 mM Tris–HCl buffer, pH 8.0, containing guanidine hydrochloride (7.0 M) and EDTA (10 mM), for 4 h at room temperature. Solubilized inclusion bodies were diluted ten-fold with acetic acid (20 mM) and clarified by centrifugation. The supernatant was dialyzed overnight against the same buffer. The resulting protein was then folded overnight at 4 °C in a redox buffer, consisting of 100 mM Tris–HCl buffer, pH 8.0, containing EDTA (10 mM), L-arginine (0.5 M), reduced glutathione (1 mM), and oxidized glutathione (0.2 mM). Refolded protein was purified by cation-exchange chromatography on a 5-mL HiTrap SP-sepharose FF column (Amersham Biosciences, Piscataway, NJ) in 50 mM sodium acetate buffer, pH 5.0, with a linear gradient (50 + 50 mL) of NaCl (0–1.5 M). The identity of each variant was verified by MALDI–TOF mass spectrometry.

Assays of enzymatic activity. Ribonucleolytic activity was measured by monitoring the increase in the fluorescence of 6-FAM–dArU(dA)₂–6-TAMRA (Integrated DNA Technologies, Coralville, IA) upon enzyme-catalyzed cleavage, as described previously (Kelemen et al. 1999) with minor modifications. Polyarginine-containing peptides are known to bind to glass surfaces (Chico et al. 2003). We observed this phenomenon (data not shown), and so performed all assays in 10 mM Bis-Tris–HCl buffer, pH 6.0, containing NaCl (0.50 M). In this high-salt buffer, the binding of protein to a quartz cuvette was found to be insignificant.
Assays of cytotoxicity. The effect of ribonucleases on cell proliferation was determined by measuring the incorporation of [methyl-\(^{3}\)H]thymidine into cellular DNA. K-562 cells were grown in RPMI 1640 medium containing fetal bovine serum (10% v/v), penicillin (100 units/mL), and streptomycin (100 μg/mL). Cytotoxicity assays were performed using asynchronous log-phase cultures grown at 37 °C in a humidified incubator containing CO\(_2\) (5% v/v). To assay toxicity, cells (95 μL of a solution of 5 x 10\(^4\) cells/mL) were incubated with PBS containing a ribonuclease (5 μL) in a 96-well plate. The cells were grown for 44 h and then pulsed for 4 h with radiolabeled thymidine (0.25 μCi/well), which is only incorporated into the DNA of living cells. DNA was harvested onto glass fiber filters using a PHD cell harvester (Cambridge Technology, Watertown, MA). Filters were washed with water and dried with methanol, and their \(^{3}\)H content was quantified with liquid scintillation counting.

Semisynthesis of fluorescent proteins. RNase A were labeled with fluorescein at one specific residue in a surface loop by using variants in which Ala19 was replaced with a cysteine residue (Haigis and Raines 2003). A19C RNase A– R\(_9\) or A19C RNase A (100 μM) were incubated in PBS containing a 20-fold molar excess of 5-iodoacetamidofluorescein (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) and a 3-fold molar excess of tris[2-carboxyethylphosphine] hydrochloride (TCEP) for 4 h at room temperature. The resulting solution was dialyzed overnight against 50 mM sodium acetate buffer, pH 5.0, and then purified by cation-exchange chromatography using a HiTrap CM-Sepharose Fast Flow column (5 mL) with a linear gradient (50 + 50 mL) of NaCl (0–1.00 M for A19C RNase A; 0–2.00 M for A19C RNase A– R\(_9\)). Conjugation to the fluorophore was confirmed by MALDI–TOF mass spectrometry.

Fluorescence microscopy. Fluorescence microscopy was used to follow the internalization of
fluorescent proteins by mammalian cells. CHO-K1 cells were maintained in Ham’s F-12 Medium containing fetal bovine serum (5% v/v), penicillin (100 units/mL), and streptomycin (100 μg/mL). Cells were seeded onto glass-bottom culture dishes and grown overnight in the same medium. The medium was replaced with fresh medium (100 μL) immediately before the addition of fluorescein-labeled proteins. Cells were allowed to incubate with fluorescein-labeled RNase A–R9 or RNase A for 15 min, and were then washed three times with the same medium containing n-propyl gallate (1 mM) to protect against photobleaching. Images were obtained with a Nikon C1 laser-scanning confocal microscope equipped with 60x and 100x lenses.

Thermal denaturation. As RNase A is denatured, its six tyrosine residues become exposed to solvent and its molar absorptivity at 287 nm decreases significantly (Hermans and Scheraga 1961). RNase A–R9 or RNase A (25 μM) was placed in PBS or 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer, pH 7.2, containing NaCl (0–1.00 M). Unfolding was monitored by the change in absorbance at 287 nm as the temperature was raised at a rate of 0.15 °C/min. Data were fitted to a two-state model to calculate the value of $T_m$, which is the temperature at the midpoint of the transition between the folded and unfolded states (Pace and Scholtz 1997).

Adsorption of proteins to glass slides. Fluorescein-labeled RNase A–R9 and RNase A were adsorbed on glass microscope slides by adding 5 μL of a solution of protein in PBS to wells formed by secure-seal hybridization chambers (Schleicher & Schuell Bioscience, Keene, NH). After 15 min, the wells were washed three times with PBS. The adsorption of proteins was visualized with a Typhoon 9410 variable mode fluorimager (Amersham Biosciences). Similarly, slides with adsorbed fluorescein-labeled RNase A–R9 were washed with 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer, pH 7.2, containing NaCl (1.00 M) in an attempt to desorb the protein.
**Adsorption of proteins to silica resin.** A solution of RNase A–R₉ or RNase A (10 µM) in PBS was allowed to adsorb to acid-washed silica resin (10 mg; Sigma Chemical, St. Louis, MO) for 1 h. The resulting resin was washed extensively with 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer, pH 7.2, containing NaCl (1.00 M). The activity of the adsorbed enzyme was measured by adding resin (1 µL of a 1 mg/mL suspension) to a cuvette containing assay buffer, which was 50 mM MES–NaOH buffer, pH 6.0, containing NaCl (0.10 M) and the fluorogenic substrate 6-FAM–dArU(dA)₂–6-TAMRA. The MES in the assay buffer was purified prior to use by anion-exchange chromatography to remove the potent ribonuclease inhibitor oligo(vinylsulfonic acid) that contaminates buffers derived from ethanesulfofic acid (Smith et al. 2003). Substrate cleavage was monitored by the change in fluorescence (excitation: 495 nm, emission: 515 nm).

### 3.4 Results

**Purification of an R₉-tagged protein and proteolytic degradation of the R₉ tag.** One impetus for the development of novel peptide tags is to facilitate the purification of proteins produced by recombinant DNA (rDNA) technology (Nilsson et al. 1997; Stevens 2000; Hearn and Acosta 2001). Tags that can be utilized for purification and then removed are especially desirable. The addition of R₉ to RNase A increased the positive charge of the protein and thus strengthened its interaction with inexpensive, cation-exchange resins (Figure 3-1A). A concentration of NaCl exceeding 1 M was required for the elution of RNase A–R₉ from a HiTrap SP column. The resulting RNase–R₉ was homogeneous according to SDS–PAGE (Figure 3-1B), and had MS (MALDI) m/z 15,404 (expected for Met–RNase A–Gly₃–Arg₉: 15,390).
The C-terminal R9-tag was removable by incubation with the exoprotease carboxypeptidase B (CPB), which catalyzes the sequential hydrolysis of peptide bonds of C-terminal basic residues. Removal of the tag was complete in less than 1 h. The resulting protein eluted at a lower salt concentration from SP Sepharose (Figure 3-1A), had greater mobility during SDS-PAGE (Figure 3-1B), and had MS (MALDI) m/z 14,000 (expected for Met–RNase A–Gly3: 13,985), such that (m/z) = 1404 (expected for the loss of Arg9: −1406).

**Effect of R9 tag on conformational stability and enzymatic activity.** To be useful, a tag cannot greatly diminish the stability or activity of a protein. We measured the effect of an R9 tag on the conformational stability of RNase A. The value of $T_m$ for RNase A decreased from (62.1 ± 1.0) to (54.0 ± 1.0) °C upon addition of the R9 tag (Figure 3-2A). RNase A is a cationic protein with a measured $pI = 9.3$ (Ui 1971). Adding additional cationic residues is likely to decrease the conformational stability of RNase A by increasing unfavorable Coulombic interactions within the protein (Shaw et al. 2001; Ramos and Baldwin 2002). To test this hypothesis, we measured the $T_m$ of the two proteins at increasing concentrations of NaCl, which can ameliorate unfavorable Coulombic interactions. The value of $T_m$ for RNase A increased gradually as a function of salt concentration (Figure 3-2B). In contrast, the value of $T_m$ for RNase A–R9 increased dramatically between 0.10 and 0.50 M NaCl, approaching that of RNase A. This result indicates that the destabilization does indeed arise from unfavorable Coulombic interactions.

The enzymatic activity of RNase A and RNase A–R9 was determined by using a continuous assay with a fluorogenic substrate. The addition of R9 had no noticeable effect on the activity of RNase A (Table 3-1). It is noteworthy, however, that these assays were performed in a buffer containing 0.50 M NaCl to minimize adsorption to the quartz cuvette.
Cellular uptake of an R9-tagged protein. The most often noted function of cationic peptides such as R9 is as a protein transduction domain. The uptake of RNase A and RNase A– R9 into CHO-K1 cells was visualized by confocal microscopy. The uptake of RNase A– R9 was evident after 30 min at 37 °C (Figure 3-3A). In contrast, the uptake of RNase A was not apparent under the same conditions (Figure 3-3B).

Cytotoxicity of R9-tagged variants of ribonuclease A. In addition to being well-studied model protein, ribonucleases are potentially useful as cancer chemotherapeutics (Leland and Raines 2001). Although RNase A itself is not cytotoxic, its G88R variant is known to be toxic toward a wide variety of cancer cell types by virtue of its ability to evade ribonuclease inhibitor (RI) (Leland et al. 1998; Antignani et al. 2001; Haigis et al. 2003). RI is a cytosolic protein that binds to wild-type RNase A with nearly fM affinity, but has $10^4$-fold less affinity for G88R RNase A. Adding the R9 tag to G88R RNase A resulted in a 3-fold increase in its cytotoxic activity (Figure 3-4; Table 3-1). This result suggests that cellular uptake limits the cytotoxicity of G88R RNase A. Interestingly, adding the R9 tag did not endow wild-type RNase A with cytotoxic activity (Figure 3-4), despite an evident increase in cellular uptake (Figure 3-3). This result suggests that the concentration of RNase A– R9 in the cytosol does not reach 4 μM, which is the cytosolic concentration of RI (Haigis et al. 2003).

Adsorption of an R9-tagged protein. The immobilization of proteins on surfaces is enabling the creation of protein microarrays for probing protein–ligand and protein–protein interactions (Kabsch 1988; Kodakek 2001; Zhu and Snyder 2003). We used an R9 tag to adsorb RNase A to glass slides and silica resin (Figure 3-5).
The $R_9$ tag enhances the binding of fluorescein-labeled RNase A by more than 30-fold (Figure 3-5A). The tagged protein remains associated with a glass slide, even in the presence of 1 M NaCl (data not shown). Adsorption of RNase A–$R_9$ to silica resin affords active enzyme on a solid support (Figure 3-5B). All detectable enzymatic activity is associated with the silica resin, rather than the supernatant. Virtually no wild-type RNase A adsorbed to silica resin under the same conditions.

### 3.5 Discussion

A great benefit of rDNA technology is the ability to fuse peptide sequences with useful attributes to a protein of interest. Until recently, such peptide tags have been used solely to facilitate purification or detection (Nilsson et al. 1997; Stevens 2000; Hearn and Acosta 2001). A few tags, such as the S-peptide of RNase A (Kim and Raines 1993), can play both roles. Recently, new tags have emerged that endow additional functions, such as cellular internalization or surface immobilization (Elia et al. 2002; Kabouridis 2003). We have shown that a polyarginine ($R_9$) tag can provide all of these attributes.

We fused $R_9$ to the C-terminus of RNase A by using rDNA technology. There, the $R_9$ tag greatly increased the affinity of RNase A for a cation-exchange resin (Figure 3-1). Further, the tag was removable precisely and completely by the addition of carboxyprotease B. In additional experiments, we fused the $R_9$ tag to the N-terminus of RNase A. The resulting fusion protein had a degraded tag (data not shown). This result has precedent, as the endogenous ompT protease of *E. coli* has been shown to cleave proteins between adjacent basic residues (Ford et al. 1991).
Because protein biosynthesis begins at the N-terminus, a C-terminal R₉ tag on RNase A (which forms inclusion bodies in *E. coli* (delCardayré et al. 1995)) is less vulnerable to degradation by the ompT protease than is an N-terminal tag.

Enzymatic catalysis provides an extremely sensitive measure of native protein structure (Knowles 1987). We conclude that the addition of an R₉ tag appears to have little effect on the three-dimensional structure of wild-type RNase A or its G₈₈R variant, based on a <2-fold change in values of $k_{cat}/K_m$ for RNA cleavage (Table 3-1). The R₉ tag does, however, decrease the conformational stability of RNase A at physiological salt concentration (Figure 3-2). This effect is mitigated by the addition of salt, indicating that it originates from unfavorable Coulombic interactions between the cationic tag and the cationic protein. Because RNase A is an especially cationic protein, the destabilizing effect of an R₉ tag is likely to be less severe in most proteins.

One major hurdle in the development of protein chemotherapeutics is the inability to deliver them into cells. Some success has been achieved by fusing proteins to molecules that have cell surface receptors, such as folate or transferrin (Leamon and Low 1991; Rybak et al. 1991; Suzuki et al. 1999). A more recent approach has been to fuse proteins to peptide tags that are capable of entering cells (Beerens et al. 2003; Green et al. 2003). Indeed, we observed that RNase A– R₉ is internalized more efficiently than is RNase A (Figure 3-3). More rapid uptake is consistent with the 3-fold increase in cytotoxic activity conferred by an R₉ tag to G₈₈R RNase A (Figure 3-4). This increase is noteworthy, given that approximately 99% of RNase A suffers lysosomal degradation before reaching the cytoplasm (Kothandaraman et al. 1998).

Finally, we find that RNase A– R₉ but not RNase A is adsorbed strongly on glass or silica
surfaces (Figure 3-5). The RNase A–R₉ remains adsorbed in the presence of 1 M NaCl, and is thus irreversibly immobilized for many purposes. Most significantly, the adsorbed RNase A retains enzymatic activity, as had been observed previously upon covalent immobilization of RNase A at a specific site (Sweeney et al. 2000; Soellner et al. 2003).

Summary

We provide a thorough analysis of the effect of an R₉ tag on the attributes of a model protein: RNase A. We find that the R₉ tag diminishes the conformational stability of the protein (ΔTₘ = -8 °C) but that this effect is ameliorated by the addition of salt. The tag has a negligible effect on the structure of the protein, as evidenced by the retention of full enzymatic activity. We find that an R₉ tag facilitates protein purification by cation-exchange chromatography and enables the adsorption of functional protein on glass slides and silica resin. The tag can be removed precisely and completely by treatment with carboxypeptidase B. Finally, the R₉ tag increases both the cellular uptake of the protein and the cytotoxicity of a protein variant (which is manifested in the cytosol). We conclude that polyarginine has potential as a very versatile protein fusion tags.
Table 1. **Biochemical parameters of ribonuclease A and its variants**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ribonuclease</th>
<th>pI</th>
<th>$T_m$ (°C)</th>
<th>$k_{cat}/K_M$ (10$^4$ M$^{-1}$s$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>IC$S_0$ (μM)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RNase A</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>63.7</td>
<td>1.8 ± 0.2</td>
<td>&gt;25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RNase A–R$_9$</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>1.0 ± 0.2</td>
<td>&gt;25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G88R RNase A</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>12.6 ± 0.4</td>
<td>5.8 ± 1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G88R RNase A–R$_9$</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>54.0</td>
<td>9.6 ± 0.2</td>
<td>2.0 ± 0.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ Values of pI were estimated from amino acid composition (Bjellqvist et al. 1993; Bjellqvist et al. 1994). $^b$ Values of $T_m$ (± 2 °C) were determined in PBS by UV spectroscopy. $^c$ Values of $k_{cat}/K_M$ (± SE) are for the catalysis of 6-FAM–dArU(dA)$_7$–6-TAMRA cleavage at 25 °C in 10 mM Bis-Tris–HCl buffer, pH 6.0, containing NaCl (0.50 M). $^d$ Values of IC$S_0$ (± SE) are for the incorporation of [methyl-3H]thymidine into the DNA of K-562 cells.
Figure 3-1  Effect of an R₉ tag on the purification of a protein by cation-exchange chromatography. (A) RNase A– R₉ was purified by cation-exchange chromatography before (– CPB) and after (+ CPB) the addition of carboxypeptidase B. (B) SDS–PAGE gel of RNase A– R₉ before (– CPB) and after (+ CPB) the addition of carboxypeptidase B. Purified RNase A is a standard.
Figure 3-2  Effect of an R$_9$ tag on the conformational stability of a protein. (A) Thermal denaturation of RNase A (□) ($T = 63.2 \pm 1.0 \, ^\circ$C) and RNase A–R$_9$ (■) ($T = 54.0 \pm 1.0 \, ^\circ$C) in PBS. (B) Conformational stability of RNase A (□) and RNase A–R$_9$ (■) in 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer, pH 7.2, containing NaCl (0–1.00 M).
Figure 3-3  Effect of an R₉ tag on the uptake of a protein by living mammalian cells.

CHO-K1 cells were incubated with fluorescein-labeled RNase A–R₉ (A; 10 μM) or fluorescein-labeled RNase A (B; 10 μM) for 1 h at 37 °C before visualization by fluorescence microscopy. Scale bar: 10 μm.
Figure 3-4 Effect of an R₉ tag on the cytotoxicity of wild-type ribonuclease A, its G88R variant, and Onconase™. Cell proliferation was determined by incorporation of [methyl-$^3$H]thymidine into cellular DNA after a 44-h incubation with a ribonuclease. Each data point is expressed as a percentage of a PBS control. Variants with R₉ tags are denoted with filled symbols: RNase A–R₉ (●) and G88R RNase A–R₉ (■). Variants without R₉ tags are denoted with open symbols: RNase A (○), G88R RNase A (□), and ONC (●). IC₅₀ values are listed in Table 1.
Figure 3-5  Effect of an R₉ tag on the adsorption of a protein to a glass slide and silica resin.

(A) Fluorescent images of fluorescein-labeled RNase A–R₉ and RNase A (10–0.01 μM) adsorbed on to a glass slide. (B) Ribonucleolytic activity in a solution containing silica resin with adsorbed RNase A–R₉ or RNase A, and in the supernatant upon removal of the silica resin with adsorbed RNase A–R₉.
A

B
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Chapter Four

Cell-Permeable Variant of Green Fluorescent Protein
4.1 Abstract

Methods of delivering proteins and small molecules to cells are highly sought after for the design and development of new therapeutics. Peptides capable of transporting macromolecules into cells are well described (Wadia and Dowdy, 2005). Further, chemical methods of modifying proteins to improve cellular uptake have been developed (Pardridge et al., 1990). Both methods rely highly on the presence of positive charge. Here, we describe a technique we refer to as site-specific cationization that involves modifying specific protein residues to basic residues, specifically arginine. We use green fluorescent protein (GFP) as a model protein for these studies. We show that a variant of GFP retains the biophysical properties of the wild-type protein while gaining the ability to enter cells. Further, internalization is dependent on protein concentration and is likely mediated by cell-surface glycosaminoglycans (GAGs) such as heparan sulfate (HS).
4.2 Introduction

The plasma membrane is designed as a natural barrier to exclude most molecules (Wadia and Dowdy, 2005). Breaching this barrier is a limiting factor in the development of proteins as therapeutics and diagnostic tools (Marafino and Pugsley, 2003). Accordingly, there is much interest in developing novel ways to deliver proteins and other macromolecules into cells.

In the early 1960s, Ryser described the phenomenon by which cationic molecules are internalized by cells (Ryser, 1967). Further, these molecules can be used to increase the uptake of other small molecules (Shen and Ryser, 1979). Pardridge and coworkers furthered this work by showing that proteins could be chemically modified to be more cationic and cell-permeable (Triguero et al., 1989; Pardridge et al., 1990). Diamines will react with solvent-accessible carboxylic acids on proteins to increase the basic character of these proteins. Chemical cationization is of limited utility, however, because essential residues are vulnerable to modification as has been observed in bovine pancreatic ribonuclease (RNase A) (Futami et al., 2001; Futami et al., 2002; Futami et al., 2005) and other proteins (Triguero et al., 1989; Bass et al., 1990).

Many groups have show that small cationic peptides are capable of cellular entry (Mitchell et al., 2000; Suzuki et al., 2002; Fuchs and Raines, 2004; Futaki, 2005). Further, non-linear scaffolds containing basic sidechains are also internalized (Futaki et al., 2002). Recently Gellman and coworkers demonstrated that internalization of cationic β-peptides was enhanced when the charges were preorganized into a rigid structure in which the charges were all
displayed on the same face (Potocky et al., 2005). We hypothesized that we could create a cationic surface or face on a protein that would facilitate cellular entry.

We chose to employ enhanced green fluorescent protein (eGFP) for our studies. Wu and coworkers were the first to show that a HIV-Tat peptide fused to GFP enhanced uptake by cells (Yang et al., 2002). Recently, Yamada and coworkers reported the cytosolic entry of a chemically modified GFP (Futami et al., 2005). To our knowledge, however, no one has ever created a cell-permeable variant of GFP or, indeed, any protein purely by site-directed mutagenesis.

eGFP is a variant of the native green fluorescent protein (GFP) from Aqueorea victoria with several mutations to enhance green fluorescence (S65T, etc) (Cormack et al., 1996) and optimized codons for expression in E. coli (Haas et al., 1996). It has many properties that facilitate both structure–function analyses and studies of cellular entry. First, the β-barrel fold of eGFP is extremely stable with respect to thermal and chemical denaturation (Ormo et al., 1996; Yang et al., 1996; Verkhusha et al., 2003). Thus, modifications to the protein surface, while potentially destabilizing, should not affect the ability of the protein to remain folded. Further, because the eGFP fluorophore forms after the protein folds, the ability of eGFP to accommodate substitutions can be monitored simply by following chromophore formation (Waldo et al., 1999). Lastly, in order to follow cellular entry we need a way to monitor uptake. We can follow the entry of eGFP variants into cells using a number of fluorescence-based techniques, including microscopy and flow cytometry (Merilainen et al., 2005).

Here, we describe the first eGFP variant that is capable of self-sufficient cellular entry. Fewer than five substitutions are sufficient to enable cellular uptake. We show that uptake
occurs through endocytosis and is facilitated by cell surface GAGs. We expect that this cationic eGFP can be used for in vivo and in vitro fluorescence applications without the need for classical transfection.

4.3 Materials and Methods

Materials. The pRSET_B plasmid containing a cDNA for eGFP was obtained from S.J. Remington (University of Oregon). Primers for making mutations in the eGFP cDNA were obtained from Integrated DNA Technologies (Coralville, IA) and had the sequences 5' CACTGGAGTTGTCCCAATTCTTGTTCGTTACGTGGTCCGTGTTAATGGGCACAAATT TTCTGTCAGTGG 3' and its reverse complement (in which sites of mutation are underlined for the E17R, D19R, D21R substitutions), 5' CGGGAACTACAAGACACGTCGCTCGTTGCA AGTTTGAAGGTGATACCC 3' and its reverse complement (for the E111R substitution), and 5' CCCTTGTTAATAGAAATCCGTTTTAAAAAGGTTATT GATTTTAAAG 3' and its reverse complement (for the E124R substitution). DH5α and BL21(DE3) competent cells were from Stratagene (La Jolla, CA).

Site-directed mutagenesis. cDNA encoding eGFP variants were obtained using the QuikChange mutagenesis kit (Stratagene, La Jolla CA) using the primer pairs described above. Three successive rounds of mutagenesis yielded eGFP with five substitutions, E17R, D19R, D21R, E111R, and E124R. This cationic variant is referred to as "cGFP".

Protein production. Plasmids containing the sequences for eGFP and variants of eGFP were transformed into BL21(DE3) cells, and colonies were selected for on Luria-Bertani (LB) agar
plates by their ampicillin (Amp) resistance. Small cultures (25 mL of LB medium containing 200 μg/mL Amp) were started from a single colony and grown at 37 °C with shaking at 200 rpm to an optical density of $OD = 0.6$ at 600 nm. One-liter cultures of the same medium were inoculated with 4 mL of the starter culture and grown at 37 °C with shaking at 300 rpm to an $OD_{600} = 0.6$. Cultures were then cooled to 15 °C and GFP cDNA expression was induced by the addition of isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) (1 mM final concentration). Cultures were grown at 15 °C with shaking at 300 rpm for 18 hours and harvested by centrifugation (5,000 rpm for 10 min) in a Beckman Coulter Avant J-20 XPI centrifuge using a JLA 8.1 rotor. Cell pellets were either frozen or used immediately in protein purification.

**Protein purification.** Cell pellets from 1 L of cell culture were resuspended in ~10 mL of ice-cold cell lysis buffer (50 mM sodium phosphate buffer, pH 7.2, containing 500 mM NaCl and 1 mM PMSF). Cells were lysed by sonication (50% duty/ 50% output) five times for 30 s. Cell debris was removed by centrifugation at 22,000 x g for 60 min at 4 °C in a Beckman Optima XL-80K ultracentrifuge using a 60Ti rotor. Clarified cell lysate was dialyzed for at least 2 h against phosphate-buffered saline containing 500 mM NaCl (PBS+) (50 mM sodium phosphate buffer, pH 7.2, containing 636 mM NaCl) before loading onto a Ni–NTA agarose (Qiagen, Germany). The column was washed with the same buffer containing 20 mM imidazole before eluting with 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer, pH 7.2, containing 636 mM NaCl and 500 mM imidazole. The fractions containing green-colored protein were pooled and diluted 1/10 with water to lower the salt concentration. cGFP was then loaded onto a 5-mL HiTrap SP FF sepharose column (Amersham Biosciences, Piscataway NJ). Protein was eluted with a 100 mL linear gradient (50 + 50 mL) of 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer, pH 7.5,
containing 0–1 M NaCl. Fractions containing green-colored protein were pooled and dialyzed against 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer, pH 7.5, containing 652 mM NaCl. The N-terminal histidine tag was removed as described previously (Hanson et al. 2004). Briefly, protein was incubated with 1:50 (w/w) α-chymotrypsin for 20 h at room temperature. Chymotrypsin degrades the N-terminal tag but does not cleave the GFP protein (Hanson et al. 2004). Protein was concentrated using Vivascience 5000 MW spin columns and protein concentration was determined by optical absorbance at 280 nm ($\varepsilon_{280} = 19890 \text{ cm}^{-1} \text{ M}^{-1}$) or by the BioRad protein assay.

**Fluorescence Properties.** Fluorescence measurements were performed with a QuantaMaster 1 photon counting fluorometer equipped with sample stirring (Photon Technology International, South Brunswick, NJ). Fluorescence excitation and emission spectra were obtained in PBS+ buffer using a 2-nm slit width and scanning at a rate of 1 nm/s. Quantum yield ($\Phi$) was determined following a method described previously (Cubitt et al. 1999). Briefly, the UV absorbance at 490 nm for cGFP in PBS+ was matched to a fluorescein standard in 0.1 N NaOH of known quantum yield ($\Phi_f = 0.95$ in 0.1 N NaOH). The area under the emission spectra from 500–700 nm after excitation at 490 nm was determined, and the ratio (cGFP area/fluorescein area) was used to calculate the quantum yield of cGFP ($\text{cGFP area/fluorescein area} = \frac{\Phi_{\text{cGFP}}}{\Phi_f}$).

**Guanidinium-Induced Equilibrium Unfolding.** The stability of cGFP and other GFP variants was determined by following the change in fluorescence as a function of denaturant concentration (Stepanenko et al., 2004). GFP proteins (1–5 nM) were incubated in 96-well flat-bottom plates (total volume 100 µL) in 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer, pH 7.5, containing
NaCl (500 mM) and guanidine hydrochloride (Gdn–HCl) (0–6.3 M) for 24 h at room temperature. Fluorescence intensity was determined using a Tecan Ultra 384 fluorescence plate reader. Data were fitted to a two-state unfolding mechanism and could be used to calculate the standard free energy of denaturation, $\Delta G^\circ = -RT \ln K$. Here, $R$ is the gas constant, $T$ is the absolute temperature and $K$ is the equilibrium constant which can be calculated from the experimental data using the standard equation: $K = [(\gamma)_N - (\gamma)] / [(\gamma) - (\gamma)_D]$ (Tanford, 1968). The $\gamma$ value is the observed fluorescence value, and $(\gamma)_N$ and $(\gamma)_D$ are the $\gamma$ values for the native and denatured states, respectively.

**Cell Internalization.** Chinese hamster ovary cells (CHO-K1), glycosaminoglycan-deficient cell lines (CHO-677 and CHO-745) and HeLa cells were obtained from the American Type Culture Collection (ATCC) and maintained according to recommended instructions. The day before protein incubation, cells were seeded onto 4- or 8-well Lab-Tek II Chambered Coverglass tissue culture dishes (Nalge Nunc International, Naperville, IL) to yield 75% confluency on the next day. The following day, protein solutions (in PBS containing 500 mM NaCl) were added to cells in 200 µL (protein volume added was less than 1/20 total volume) of media or PBS containing magnesium (1 mM) and calcium (1 mM). Protein was incubated with cells for known times and the cells were then washed with PBS containing magnesium and calcium three times prior to visualization. In some samples, cell nuclei were counterstained with Hoescht 33342 for 5 min prior to washing. Internalization was visualized with a Nikon C1 laser scanning confocal microscope equipped with 60X and 100X lenses.
4.4 Results

Design of cationic GFP (cGFP). We believed that mutations could be made to the surface residues of a protein structure that would endow the protein with the ability to enter cells without compromising native function. We chose eGFP as a model protein for these experiments because it has a very stable fold and the surface-exposed residues are not important for native fluorescence. Our next goal was to choose residues on the eGFP surface for mutation. We chose to modify five residues (E17, D19, D21, E111, and E124) to the basic residue arginine. These residues reside on three adjacent β-strands and are in close proximity to five basic residues (K107, R109, K113, K122, and K126) (See Figure 4-1). Making these five mutations would afford a protein with a highly basic patch over part of its surface. We believed this basic area would facilitate cellular uptake.

Fluorescence properties of cGFP. cGFP was over-produced in *E. coli* and purified by published methods (Hanson *et al.*, 2002; Hanson *et al.*, 2004). We characterized the fluorescence of cGFP relative to eGFP to ensure that cGFP spectral properties that were similar to wild-type protein. Figure 4-2a shows excitation and emission spectra for cGFP and eGFP. Both proteins show excitation maxima at 470, 480, and 488 nm. Further both proteins exhibit maximal emission at ~507 nm. We furthered determined the quantum yield of cGFP. Using fluorescein as a standard, we found the quantum yield of cGFP to be 0.44±0.02 (Figure 4-2b). eGFP has a quantum yield of 0.6 (Tsien, 1998).
GdmCl-induced unfolding of GFP variants. Modifying residues of a protein may alter the ability of the protein to fold and/or decrease the stability of the protein in solution. In the case of GFP, this is important because proper folding is necessary for chromophore formation. Further, the protein must be reasonably stable at physiological temperature for experiments in cell culture. Attempts to monitor unfolding by thermal denaturation were unsuccessful as cGFP tended to precipitate upon unfolding at high temperature (data not shown). We instead monitored unfolding of eGFP and cGFP as a function of Gdn–HCl concentration (Figure 4-3a). eGFP and cGFP had midpoints of unfolding of 3.1 ± 0.3 and 3.1 ± 0.3 M Gdn–HCl respectively. The dependence of the standard free energy of denaturation (ΔG') on Gdn–HCl concentration can be determined by plotting ΔG versus [Gdn–HCl] (Figure 4-3b). Results show that ΔG' varied linearly with respect to Gdn–HCl concentration. Thus the conformational stability of the GFP variants can be estimated using the equation:

$$\Delta G' = \Delta G(H_2O) - m [\text{Gdn-HCl}]$$

where ΔG(H_2O) is an estimate of the conformational stability of a protein in the absence of denaturant assuming that unfolding continues to be linear with respect to denaturant concentration to 0 M denaturant (Pace, 1986). The slope of the line in Figure 4-3b corresponds to the value \(m\) and is a measure of the dependence of ΔG on Gdn–HCl concentration. Unfolding parameters for cGFP and eGFP are summarized in table 4-1.

Internalization of GFP variants in HeLa cells. Cellular internalization of GFP variants can be visualized by fluorescence microscopy. We incubated HeLa cells with increasing concentrations of either eGFP or cGFP for 4 h at 37 °C. After three washes with PBS+ buffer, we followed
internalization by confocal fluorescence microscopy (Figure 4-4). Fluorescence intensity within cells increased with increasing concentration of cGFP (0-5 μM). Very little fluorescence intensity was observed in cells incubated with eGFP. Confocal images of only the highest concentration of eGFP used are shown in Figure 4-4f.

Role of GAGs in cGFP internalization. Several groups have shown that GAGs such as HS are important for initial binding of cationic peptides to the cell surface. We monitored cell-surface binding and cellular internalization of cGFP in CHO cells. Further, we repeated this experiment in CHO cell lines deficient in GAG biosynthesis. Typical results are shown in Figure 4-5. In wild-type CHO-K1 cells, cGFP binds to the cell surface and is internalized. In CHO 677 (deficient in HS), and CHO 745 (deficient and HS and CS), there is little internalization of cGFP.

4.5 Discussion

As the need for new drugs and biomaterials increases, the ability to engineer macromolecules with new and novel functions will become increasingly important (Pokala and Handel, 2001; Lilie, 2003). Designer proteins with new physiological functions will be important for drug development, diagnostic tools and many other applications. Towards that end, we show here initial efforts to create a green fluorescent protein (GFP) that is capable of entering cells.
Although their mechanism of entry is not completely understood, cationic peptides have become widely used for the delivery of molecules into cells (Futaki, 2005; Wadia and Dowdy, 2005). Suzuki and coworkers observed that non-linear, cationic polymers were readily internalized by cells (Futaki et al., 2002). Further, Pardridge and coworkers showed that chemically modifying proteins with diamines to make the surface more basic increased uptake (Triguero et al., 1989). We reasoned that we could make a protein cell permeable by site-specifically modifying surface residues to the basic amino acid arginine. By inspection, we located a densely-charged area of the GFP surface that we suspected was suitable for modification. We replaced five acidic residues to arginine, thus creating a GFP variant that has a net gain of ten positive charges. We showed that this variant of GFP, cGFP, could be expressed in *E. coli* and purified to near homogeneity. Further, the excitation and emission spectra of cGFP were determined to be identical to those of eGFP. The quantum yield of cGFP was, however, found to be 0.44, which is approximately 1/3 lower than that observed for eGFP (Tsien, 1998). Quantum yield is a measure of the efficiency of energy conversion to fluorescent light. Although cGFP is not as bright as eGFP, this quantum yield is similar to that of other fluorescent protein variants of GFP, such as YFP and BFP (Tsien, 1998).

Two like-charges will repel each other according to Coulomb's law (Pace et al., 2000). We were concerned that creating a variant of GFP with ten positive charges, on three adjacent β-strands, would strongly destabilize the protein and affect its ability to fold. Hence we measured the conformational stability of both cGFP and eGFP in the presence of increasing concentration of the denaturant Gdn–HCl (Figure 4-3). Our results show that cGFP has similar stability to
eGFP. This result indicates that cGFP is well folded under physiological conditions and that the GFP protein scaffold is highly tolerant of mutations to its surface.

We measured the internalization of varying concentrations of cGFP and eGFP in HeLa cells (Figure 4-4). Our results show that cGFP is readily internalized at extracellular concentrations as low as 50 nM (Figure 4-4b). Further, internalization can be attributed to the mutations installed into cGFP, as eGFP is not internalized even at the highest concentration tried herein (Figure 4-4f). We observed that, similar to cationic peptides, cGFP is found within vesicles of living cells. We therefore hypothesized that, similar to cationic peptides, internalization was an endocytic process.

Glycosaminoglycans (GAGs) such as heparan sulfate (HS) and chondroitin sulfate (CS) are important for efficient cellular entry of cationic peptides (Hakansson et al., 2001; Tyagi et al., 2001; Fuchs and Raines, 2004). Hence, we tested the role of GAGs in cGFP internalization (Figure 4-5). Our results show that cGFP uptake is decreased in GAG-deficient cell lines. These data suggest that, like cationic peptides, interactions with GAGs on the cell surface are important for cGFP entry.

Our data indicate that we have been able to design a variant of GFP that is capable of cellular entry. GFP variants are widely used for a number of applications in cell biology due to their robust and diverse fluorescence properties (Miyawaki, 2005). Having a GFP variant capable of cell entry may in the future eliminate the need to for transfection to express GFP fusions within mammalian cells. Further, a cell-permeable GFP may be useful for monitoring a number of cellular processes in living cells both in vitro and in vivo (Hoffman, 2005). Beyond
the scope of GFP, site-specific cationization may be a useful technique for the development of more cell permeable proteins.
Table 4-1: Thermodynamic Parameters of Gdn–HCl-induced Unfolding of eGFP and cGFP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protein</th>
<th>$\Delta G(H_2O)$ (kcal/mol)</th>
<th>$m$ (kcal/mol•M)</th>
<th>$C_{1/2}$(M)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>eGFP</td>
<td>6.7 ± 0.2</td>
<td>2.1 ± 0.2</td>
<td>3.1 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cGFP</td>
<td>7.1 ± 0.9</td>
<td>2.2 ± 0.2</td>
<td>3.1 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4-1: Design scheme for the cell-permeable GFP variant (cGFP). A charged surface of GFP was chosen by inspection. Acidic residues (in red) were mutated to the basic residue arginine to yield a protein surface with ten basic charges (in blue). Heterologous production yielded cGFP, a cell-permeable variant of GFP.
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Figure 4-2: Characterization of the fluorescence properties of cGFP. (A) Fluorescence excitation (----) and emission (——) spectra for cGFP (blue) and eGFP (green). Data were collected in increments of 1 nm with a scan rate 5 nm/s. (B) Raw data for determination of the quantum yield (Φ) for cGFP. Solutions of cGFP (blue) and fluorescein (green) (Φ_f = 0.95 in 0.1 N NaOH) of equal absorbance at 490 nm were diluted in PBS+ (for cGFP) or 0.1 N NaOH (for fluorescein) and the area under the emission spectra curve from 500–700 nm was determined. The quantum yield of cGFP (Φ_{cGFP}) was determined by the difference in area (cGFP area / fluorescein area = (Φ_{cGFP}) / Φ_f).
Figure 4-3: Gdn–HCl-induced unfolding of cGFP (blue) and eGFP (green). (A) Plot of normalized fluorescence intensity versus denaturant concentration. The midpoint of the transformation was fitted to a sigmoidal dose–response curve using Prism Graphpad software. The midpoint of the transition corresponds to the $C_{1/2}$ or the concentration of denaturant at which the protein is 50% unfolded at equilibrium. (B) Dependence of $\Delta G$ on Gdn–HCl concentration. Data were fitted to a linear regression model in which the slope ($m$) is the dependence of $\Delta G^\circ$ on denaturant and the $y$-intercept approximates the free energy of the protein in the absence of denaturant ($\Delta G^\circ \approx \Delta G(H_2O)$).
Figure 4-4: Dose-dependence of the internalization of GFP variants in HeLa cells. Proteins were incubated with HeLa cells for 4 h at 37 °C and washed three times with PBS+ prior to visualization. (A–E) cGFP was incubated at 0, 0.05, 0.5, 1 and 5 μM, respectively. (F) eGFP was incubated at 5 μM for 4 h at 37 °C. (G) Stacked series of cGFP (2 μM) internalization in CHO cells after one hour of incubated at 37 °C.
Figure 4-5: GAG-dependence of cGFP internalization. CHO-K1 and GAG deficient cell lines, CHO 677 and CHO 745, were incubated with cGFP (5 μM) for 4 h at 37 °C and washed three times with PBS prior to visualization.
Chapter Five

Detection of HIV-1 Protease Activity

with a Cell-Permeable Variant

of Green Fluorescent Protein
5.1 Abstract

A novel, cell-permeable reporter of human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1) protease (HIV-PR) activity was developed. A cell-permeable variant of green fluorescent protein (GFP) containing a peptide sequence cleaved by HIV-PR was linked to a small-molecule fluorophore, 5- (and 6-) tetramethylrhodamine isothiocyanate (TRITC), through a cysteine residue. The resulting protein exhibited fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) between GFP and TRITC. In the presence of purified HIV-PR, the substrate was cleaved, resulting in a 2.5-fold reduction in TRITC emission coupled with a 5-fold increase in GFP emission. This substrate was used to monitor HIV-PR activity in living 293T/17 cells expressing either wild-type or inactive HIV-PR. This application demonstrates that this novel, cell-permeable GFP is a useful tool for monitoring HIV-PR activity in living cells.
5.2 Introduction

Viral proteases represent relevant targets for drug development due to their essential function in the viral life cycle (Bianchi and Pessi, 2002; Magden et al., 2005). As such, methods to detect protease activity, either for diagnostic or screening purposes, are highly desirable. HIV-PR is one of the best-understood viral enzymes, and is an excellent model protein for the development of new activity-based assays (West and Fairlie, 1995; Gulnik et al., 2000). HIV-PR is encoded within the HIV genome and is essential for the viral life cycle. HIV-PR, like other retroviral proteases, is responsible for processing the viral polyprotein into both functional structural proteins and enzymes (Patick and Potts, 1998). Inhibitors of HIV-PR, therefore, are of great interest as potential therapeutics (Wlodawer and Vondrasek, 1998). Accordingly, there is a need to develop better methods of measuring and/or detecting HIV-PR activity.

In addition to processing viral proteins, HIV-PR also cleaves several cellular proteins resulting in cytotoxicity (Shoeman et al., 1991; Rizzo and Korant, 1994). Consequently, it has been difficult to develop cell-based or in vivo assays for HIV-PR activity (Sadaie and Hager, 1994; Westby et al., 2005). Several cell-based assays have been developed for monitoring HIV-PR activity in mammalian cells (Lindsten et al., 2001; Hu et al., 2005). Although these assays are useful in vitro, they require the expression of reporter plasmids and therefore do not function in primary cells or tissues.

Methods of following biological processes in living cells are highly desirable for basic research, drug development, and as diagnostic tools (Blasberg and Tjuvajev, 2003; Roda et al., 2004). One major limitation to working in vivo is the inability to easily introduce reporter
molecules. Therefore, there is also a need to develop new methods of delivering reporter molecules to living cells and tissues.

Over the past five years, cationic peptides capable of cellular entry have been described (Vocero-Akbani et al., 2001a; Fittipaldi and Giacca, 2005; Futaki, 2005). These peptides known as protein transduction domains (PTDs) are capable of crossing cell barriers and carrying diverse molecular cargoes (Wadia and Dowdy, 2005). Many groups have shown that, similar to attaching cationic PTDs, increasing the positive charge of a protein by chemical modification can facilitate cellular internalization (Triguero et al., 1989; Futami et al., 2001). These technologies have achieved some success in increasing uptake of modified proteins and small molecules (Vocero-Akbani et al., 2001b; Futami et al., 2005).

We demonstrated in Chapter four that we could design a cell-permeable green fluorescent protein (GFP) by selectively modifying surface residues of the protein to more basic residues. Fluorescent proteins, such as GFP, are often used as reporters for cellular activities due to their robust fluorescence properties and utility as protein fusion tags (Griesbeck, 2004; Chudakov et al., 2005; Yuste, 2005). Fluorescence techniques are highly utilized as analytical tools because of the large number of available fluorophores and their high sensitivity (which can enable detection at nanomolar concentration) (Cummings et al., 1999). Further, fluorescent proteins can be adapted for other applications such as fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) to monitor enzymatic activity, protein–protein interactions, and other interactions (Zaccolo, 2004; Chudakov et al., 2005). This newly described cell-permeable GFP (cGFP) expands the utility of fluorescence proteins because it facilitates use in living cells without the need for transfection.
New fluorescence imaging capabilities in living cells and tissues may be possible using cell-permeable fluorescent proteins such as cGFP.

Here we demonstrate the use of cGFP as a reporter in living cells. We created fluorescent resonance energy transfer (FRET) substrates based on cGFP and then, examined the ability of HIV-PR to cleave a number of cGFP-based FRET substrates that displayed HIV-PR substrate peptides at their C-terminus. We demonstrate that this substrate functions both in vitro and in cell cultured human cells to detect HIV-PR activity. This substrate provides a starting point for the development of more robust fluorescent substrates for in cellulo detection of proteolytic activity.

5.3 Materials and Methods

Materials. The pRSET_B plasmid containing a cDNA for eGFP was obtained from S. J. Remington (University of Oregon). The plasmid for the cell permeable variant of eGFP (cGFP) was constructed as described in Chapter 4. Primers for making mutations to introduce the HIV-PR recognition sequence into cGFP were obtained from Integrated DNA Technologies (Coralville, IA) and had the following sequence: 5’ GGCATGGATGAAGCTATACAAAACGG TGTCGTTCAATTTCGCAGATCACGTGTTAATAAAGGATCCGAGCTCGAGATCTG 3’ and its reverse complement where the HIV-PR cleavage site is underlined (corresponding to amino acid sequence TVSFNFPQITC). The primers to delete residues 230–238 of eGFP had the following sequence: 5’ GAGTTTGTAAACAGCTGCGATTACGGTGTCGTTCAATT CCG 3’ and its reverse complement. The primers to make the C48S and C70V substitutions were 5’ CCAATTGCTACCAGGCAAGTCCACCATGAGAATCACC 3’ and
5' CTCTCAGTTATGGTTCAAGTCTTTTCAAGATACCCAG 3' with their respective complements. The primers to add a C-terminal glycine to the HIVPR sequence were 5' CCCGCAGATCAGTGGCTAAATAAGGATCCGAGCTCGAGC 3' and its reverse complement. DH5α and BL21(DE3) competent cells were from Stratagene (La Jolla, CA).

*Site-directed mutagenesis.* eGFP variants were obtained using the QuikChange mutagenesis kit (Stratagene, La Jolla CA) using the primer pairs described above to make the given mutations.

*Protein production.* Protein was produced and purified as described in Chapter 4. Briefly, cultures were grown at 37 °C with shaking at 300 rpm to an OD = 0.6 at 600 nm. Cultures were then cooled to 15 °C, and cDNA transcription was induced by the addition of isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) (1 mM final concentration). Cultures were grown at 15 °C with shaking at 300 rpm for 18 h and harvested by centrifugation (5,000 rpm for 10 min) in a Beckman Coulter Avant J-20 XPI centrifuge using a JLA 8.1 rotor. Cell pellets were either frozen or used immediately for protein purification.

*Protein purification.* Cell pellets from 6 L of cell culture were resuspended in ~60 mL of ice-cold cell lysis buffer (50 mM sodium phosphate buffer, pH 7.2, containing 500 mM NaCl and 1 mM PMSF). Cells were lysed by sonication (50% duty/50% output) five times for 30 s. Cell debris was removed by centrifugation at 22,000 x g for 60 min at 4 °C in a Beckman Optima XL-80K ultracentrifuge using a 60Ti rotor. Clarified cell lysate was dialyzed for at least 2 h against phosphate-buffered saline containing 500 mM NaCl (PBS+) (50 mM sodium phosphate buffer, pH 7.2, containing 636 mM NaCl) before loading onto a column of Ni–NTA agarose resin (Qiagen, Germany). The resin was washed with the same buffer containing 20 mM
imidazole before elution with 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer, pH 7.2, containing NaCl (636 mM) and imidazole (500 mM). The fractions containing green-colored protein were pooled and diluted 1/10 with water to lower the salt concentration. Protein was then loaded onto a 5-mL column HiTrap SP FF sepharose resin (Amersham Biosciences, Piscataway NJ). Protein was eluted with a 100 mL linear gradient (50 + 50 mL) of 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer, pH 7.5, containing NaCl (0-1 M). Fractions containing green-colored protein were pooled and dialyzed against 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer, pH 7.5, containing NaCl (636 mM). Protein was concentrated using Vivascience 5000 MW spin columns, and protein concentration was determined by optical absorbance at 280 nm ($\epsilon_{280} = 19890 \text{ cm}^{-1} \text{M}^{-1}$) or by the BioRad protein assay.

Synthesis and purification of FRET substrates. Purified GFP in PBS+ buffer was incubated with dithiothreitol (DTT) (5 mM) for 30 min at RT to reduce the free thiol. DTT was removed by purification over a 5-mL column of HiTrap Desalting resin (Amersham) equilibrated in PBS+ buffer. The reduced protein (50 µM) was reacted immediately with a solution of TMRIA (500 µM) in DMF at 4 °C overnight. The resulting FRET substrate was dialyzed exhaustively against PBS+ followed by purification by cation-exchange chromatography using a 5-mL column of HiTrap SP resin with a 100 mL linear gradient (50 + 50 mL) of 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer, pH 7.5, containing NaCl (0-1 M) (Amersham).

Ex cellulo cleavage of FRET substrate by HIV-1 PR. The HIV substrates GFP TMR 1–8 (10 nM), purified above, were added to 2-mL PBS+ buffer. Fluorescence emission spectra (500–600 nm) were collected upon excitation at 470 nm. Purified HIV-PR (gift of R.F. Turcotte or from
NIH AIDS Research and Reference Reagent Program) was added to the cuvette (~5 nM), and fluorescence was monitored at several time points.

**Transient Transfections.** Two plasmids, VRC4200 and VRC4000 were obtained from Dr. Gary Nabel (NIH NIAID). These plasmids direct the production of the Gag/Pol region of the HIV-1 polyprotein with active HIV-1 PR (VRC 4200) or a protease with a point mutation in the active site (VRC 4000). 293T/17 cells (ATCC) were transfected with 2 μg of either plasmid using the TransIT kit (Mirus). Protease activity was confirmed by immunoblotting looking for the cleavage of the p17 region of the Gag/Pol protein using sheep p17 antisera (1:1000) (NIH AIDS reagent resource) and a rabbit-anti sheep-HRP secondary antibody (1:5000) (Abcam).

**Cell Internalization.** 293T/17 cells were transfected in 6-well plates with plasmids VRC4200 or VRC4000 20 h prior to incubation with a FRET substrate. Eight hours after transfection, 100 μL of cells were removed from the 6-well plate and were seeded onto 4 or 8-well Lab-Tek II Chambered Coverglass tissue culture dishes (Nalge Nunc International, Naperville, IL) to yield approximately 75% confluency the next day. Twenty hours post transfection, protein solutions (in PBS + 500 mM NaCl) were added to cells in 200 μL (protein volume added was less than 1/20 total volume) of medium or PBS containing magnesium (1 mM) and calcium (1 mM). Protein was incubated with cells for known times, and cells were washed with PBS containing magnesium and calcium three times prior to visualization. In some samples, cell nuclei were counterstained with Hoescht 33342 for 5 min prior to washing. Internalization was visualized with a Nikon C1 laser scanning confocal microscope equipped with 60X and 100X lenses.
5.4 Results

*Design of FRET substrate.* Energy transfer between fluorescent molecules is dependent on a number of factors, including the spectral overlap of the donor and acceptor as well as the distance between the two molecules. Further, when designing for imaging applications, one must be concerned about direct excitation of the acceptor fluorophore by the laser. We chose to use cGFP as our donor molecule because it is cell-permeable and has fluorescence properties similar to wild-type eGFP (see Chapter 4). We chose to work with a derivative of tetramethylrhodamine (TMR) because it has some spectral overlap with cGFP but should not be excited by a 488 nm Argon laser. We engineered several variants of cGFP in which we removed native cysteine residues as well as shortened the distance between cGFP and the fluorophore by removing non-essential residues 230–238 of the GFP sequence (see Figure 5-1a for the relevant constructs). We linked TMR to cGFP via a C-terminal cysteine residue, forming a stable thioether linkage. The TMR and GFP are separated by a 10-residue sequence (TVSFNF/PQIT), that corresponds to a natural sequence cleaved by HIV-PR where cleavage occurs between the phenylalanine and proline residue. A schematic of the FRET substrate and cleavage by HIV-PR is shown in Figure 5-1b.

cGFP variants (Figure 5-1a) were produced in *E. coli* and purified. Following purification, proteins were labeled with 5-tetramethylrhodamineiodoacetimide (TMRIA) to form FRET substrates. In the purification of GFP–TMR 1, we determined that TMRIA was reacting with Cys48. Hence we replaced this residue with serine in subsequent variants. In addition, we found that Δ230–238 cGFP (GFP–TMR 2,4,6,8) exhibited better FRET than did full-length cGFP. Replacing the other native cysteine residue, Cys70, with valine decreased the yield of fluorescent
protein in *E. coli* and was therefore not included in our final construct. We added a C-terminal glycine (GFP–TMR 7–8) to lower the pKa of the reactive cysteine, thus making it more reactive.

*In vitro characterization of the FRET substrate GFP–TMR 8.* We measured energy transfer for substrate GFP–TMR 8 in PBS+ buffer by collecting emission spectra from 500–600 nm upon excitation at 470 nm (Figure 5-2 red curve). Emission at 575 nm was approximately equal to emission at 510 nm. HIV–PR was added to a final concentration of 5 nM and fluorescence emission was monitored versus time. We observed a decrease in emission at 575 nm coupled to a larger increase in emission at 510 nm (Figure 5-2).

*Monitoring HIV–PR activity in cell culture using GFP–TMR 8.* Upon reaction with HIV–PR in *vitro,* GFP–TMR 8 exhibited decreased emission at 575 nm and increased emission at 510 nm (Figure 5-2). We transfected 293T/17 with a construct (Figure 5-3a) which expressed the HIV-1 polyprotein with the cDNA for the active HIV–PR (VRC4200). HIV–PR activity in these cells was monitored by the ability of the protease to cleave the p17 region of the polyprotein in the presence and absence of the protease indinavir, as measured by immunoblotting (Figure 5-3b). We then incubated GFP–TMR 8 (2 μM) with 293T/17 cells expressing either active or inactive protease and visualized these cells by confocal microscopy (Figure 5-4). We observed an increase in green fluorescence (510 nm emission) in cells producing active HIV–PR. Further, in cells lacking protease, green emission seems to colocalize with red fluorescence, suggesting that the FRET substrate, GFP–TMR 8, remains intact.
5.5 Discussion

Methods for monitoring processes in living cells are highly useful for many applications. Of particular interest are new methods for the detection of viral activity within cells. Here, we synthesize new fluorescent substrates and demonstrate their utility for monitoring HIV-PR activity in living cells.

We chose cationic GFP (cGFP) to act both as a FRET donor and also as the vehicle for delivering the substrate into cells. The choice of FRET donor and acceptor are key to efficient energy transfer. GFP variants have been used in many applications as FRET substrates for monitoring protease activity. In most cases, the donor and acceptor molecules are both fluorescent proteins (Chudakov et al., 2005). We decided to use a small molecule as a fluorescence acceptor, as it would likely not affect the ability of cGFP to enter cells. Other groups have used dyes such as eosin as FRET acceptors with GFP donors (Suzuki et al., 2004). These molecules are however, unsuitable for optical applications, as their fluorescence emission profiles overlap too closely with that of GFP. We therefore chose the dye TMR, as it is minimally excited by 488 nm argon lasers yet has been useful as a FRET partner with green donor fluorophores such as fluorescein (Kelemen et al., 1999).

Another important factor in the design of FRET substrates is the distance between donor and acceptor molecules. Efficiency of energy transfer (E%) is determined by the equation: $E = R_o^6/(R_o^6 + R^6)$ where $R_o$ is the Förster radius of the donor fluorophore and $R$ is the actual distance between donor and acceptor. We assume the Förster radius for cGFP is similar to that determined for wild-type eGFP ($R_o = 5.04$ nm) (Tsien, 1998). We attached the acceptor
molecule, TMR, to cGFP via a free thiol on the C-terminus of the protein. To alter the distance between TMR and cGFP we made a full-length cGFP construct as well as one in which residues 230–238 were excised (Figure 5-1a). Others have shown that only residues 6–229 of GFP are essential for chromophore formation (Ormo et al., 1996; Yang et al., 1996).

As mentioned previously, we attached TMR to a cysteine residue inserted at the C-terminus of cGFP. eGFP has two native cysteine residues at positions 48 and 70. Cys48 is solvent accessible and can be modified by thiol-reactive probes (Ormo et al., 1996; Yang et al., 1996; Suzuki et al., 2004). Hence, we replaced Cys48 with serine, a conservative mutation that had been shown previously not to affect chromophore formation (Suzuki et al., 2004). Cys70 is buried in the interior of the protein and is not modified by thiol-reactive probes (Suzuki et al., 2004).

We purified several TMR-labeled cGFP variants to determine which variant gave optimal energy transfer. GFP–TMR 8 was a variant of cGFP in which residues 230–238 deleted. Further, it had the C48S substitution and a C-terminal glycine residue. We deemed this glycine necessary to lower the pKₐ of Cys249. Emission spectra for GFP–TMR 8 are shown in Figure 5-2. Upon excitation at 470 nm, this construct exhibited nearly identical fluorescence at 510 nm (from cGFP) and 575 nm (FRET to TMR). Upon cleavage of the substrate by HIV-PR, we observed a nearly 5-fold increase in cGFP emission as well as a coincident decrease in fluorescence emission from TMR (Figure 5-2). This result shows that GFP–TMR 8 is a capable FRET substrate for measuring HIV-PR activity.

Several attempts to develop cell-based assays for HIV-PR activity have been reported. Lindsten and coworkers used a GFP–HIV-PR fusion to monitor protease activity as a function of
its cytotoxicity (Lindsten et al., 2001). Most recently, Mouland and coworkers used a GFP–luciferase bioluminescence resonance energy transfer (BRET) system to observe HIV-PR activity in cells (Hu et al., 2005). These approaches, while useful, are limited by the need for transfection of the substrate. Because the substrate we have designed should be cell-permeable, our approach could be applicable to cultured or primary cells. To test our substrate in living cells we incubated GFP–TMR 8 with 293T/17 cells, producing the gag/pol regions of the HIV-1 polyprotein (Figure 5-3a). Plasmid VRC4200 expresses the native gag/pol region of the HIV-1 polyprotein under the control of a CMV promoter (Huang et al., 1997; Huang et al., 2001). HIV-PR activity in these cells was confirmed by following cleavage of p17, a structural gag protein, from the polyprotein precursor (Figure 5-3b).

Our FRET substrate for HIV-PR activity showed increased green emission in HIV-PR+ cells (Figure 5-4). This result was consistent with ex cellulo experiments that showed an increase in emission at 510 nm. We did not see, however, a marked decrease in red emission (575 nm), indicating that intracellular TMR can be excited to some extent by the 488-nm laser. Further, because cGFP is internalized via endocytosis, much of the fluorescence is localized in vesicles. To address these problems, we need to develop new acceptor molecules. Recently, Ilien and coworkers reported the synthesis of several quencher molecules that effectively quench the fluorescence of GFP (Tahtaoui et al., 2005). We imagine that incorporating these functionalities would improve our results by giving a simplified fluorescence output (that is, only an increase in green fluorescence upon cleavage). Further, the substrate would have no fluorescence in vesicles, as no HIV-PR is present there, and would fluoresce only in the cytosol.
Using a novel cell-permeable variant of GFP, we have designed a cell-permeable FRET substrate for monitoring HIV-PR activity in living cells. Further optimization of the FRET pairs should allow this substrate to be used in primary cells and tissues. Because of the modularity of protease cleavage sequences, this substrate could also be useful in monitoring protease activity from a number of other viral and pathogenic sources.
Figure 5-1: Design of HIV-PR cleavable FRET substrates. (upper) pRSET plasmids encoding for the proteins GFP–TMR 1-8 are shown with the substitutions indicated. Proteins were labeled with TMRIA at the C-terminal cysteine residue. (lower) Design of a GFP-based FRET substrate. cGFP (green) is attached to a small-molecule fluorophore (red) via 10-residue loop, that is cleaved by HIV-PR (yellow).
Figure 5-2: Cleavage of GFP–TMR 8 by HIV-PR in vitro. Emission spectra of GFP–TMR 8 (1 nM) during cleavage by HIV-PR (emission 470 nm). Scans were taken at 0 (red), 1 (red-orange), 3 (orange), 5 (yellow), 7 (green), 9 (aqua), 11 (blue), and 15 (purple) min.
Figure 5-3: Cell lines for transient expression of HIV-PR. (A) Plasmid VRC4200 (gift of Dr. Gary Nabel) encodes the HIV-1 gag/pol region of the polyprotein under the control of the CMV viral promoter. (B) Schematic of the gag/pol region of the HIV-1 polyprotein. (below) Immunoblot of the processing of p17 from the gag region of the HIV-1 polyprotein by HIV-PR. The p17 protein is cleaved from the p55 precursor. In the presence of the inhibitor indinavir, the p55 protein remains unprocessed.
Figure 5-4: Confocal microscope images of GFP–TMR 8 in 293T/17 cells. 5 μM GFP–TMR 8 was incubated with 293T/17 cells transfected with VRC4200 plasmid (A–E) or cells incubated with the HIV-PR inhibitor indinavir (1 mM) (F–J). Cells were excited with a 488-nm laser and emission in the green (B, G) and red (C,H) spectral regions are shown. Cells were counterstained with Hoechst 33342 dye (D, I). (A,F) Merge of red, green and blue channels. (E, J) Areas containing both green and red fluorescence were subtracted to show only emission due to cGFP. Twofold magnification of GFP–TMR 8 internalization in HIVPR-expressing (K) and HIVPR-negative (L) cells.
Appendix I

Design of Toxic Ribonuclease A Variants with Increased Cellular Uptake

This work was performed with undergraduate researcher Ryan T. Groeschl.
Introduction

Ribonucleases (RNases) have received much recent interest as potential chemotherapeutics due to their ability to catalytically degrade RNA and cause cell death (Leland and Raines, 2001). Bovine pancreatic ribonuclease (RNase A) is the best-studied member of the RNase A superfamily of proteins with respect to structure and function (Raines, 1998). Although RNase A is not toxic to mammalian cells, several variants have been shown to be cytotoxic (Matousek et al., 2003a; Matousek et al., 2003b; Youle and D’Alessio, 1997). Cytotoxicity is correlated to the ability to evade the cytosolic ribonuclease inhibitor protein (RI) (Haigis et al., 2003). Even single amino acid substitutions that weaken the affinity for RI make RNase A toxic to mammalian cells (Leland et al., 1998).

Ribonuclease toxicity is dependent on a number of factors in addition to the ability to evade RI. Catalytic activity is required for a ribonuclease to be toxic (Leland and Raines, 2001; Leland et al., 2001). Further, a ribonuclease must reach the cytoplasm to engage and degrade RNA, and the efficiency of internalization is a key to cytotoxicity. Indeed, Youle and coworkers showed that toxicity could be increased by fusing RNase A to transferrin (Youle et al., 1993). Further, we demonstrated that adding the protein transduction domain (PTD) nonaarginine (R9) to the C-terminus increased cellular uptake and cytotoxicity (Fuchs and Raines, 2005).

Yamada and coworkers showed that chemical cationization of RNase A led to greater toxicity (Futami et al., 2002). Their most cytotoxic ribonucleases had 20-fold lower enzymatic activity than did the wild-type enzyme. This result highlights one of the limitations of chemical cationization. Because the reaction is non-specific, residues important for substrate binding or
catalysis can be modified, adversely affecting function. Further, their technique led to a mixture of products with a broad range of molecular weights.

Here, we use of the concept of site-specific cationization (See: Chapter 4) to design a more cell-permeable variant of RNase A. We expected that we could increase the positive charge of the protein while retaining catalytic activity, thus making a more cytotoxic variant of RNase A.

**Materials and Methods**

*Cells and chemicals.* *Escherichia coli* strain BL21 (DE3) PlysS and the pET22b(+) expression vector were from Novagen (Madison, WI). Human erythroleukemia cells (line K-562) and Chinese hamster ovary (line CHO-K1) were from the American Type Culture Collection (Manassas, VA). [methyl-³H]Thymidine (6.7 Ci/mmol) was from NEN Life Science Products (Boston, MA). All other chemicals and reagents were of commercial reagent grade or better, and were used without further purification.

Terrific Broth (TB) liquid medium contained (in 1 L) tryptone (12 g), yeast extract (24 g), glycerol (4 mL), KH₂PO₄ (2.31 g), and K₂HPO₄ (12.54 g). Phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) was 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer, pH 7.4, containing NaCl (138 mM) and KCl (2.7 mM).

*Instruments.* The masses of the ribonuclease variants were confirmed by matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization–time-of-flight (MALDI–TOF) mass spectrometry on a Voyager-DE-PRO Biospectrometry Workstation (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA) using 3,5-dimethoxy-4-hydroxycinnamic acid as a matrix. Fluorescence measurements were performed with a QuantaMaster 1 photon counting fluorometer equipped with sample stirring (Photon Technology...
International, South Brunswick, NJ). Radioactivity was quantified with a Microbeta TriLux liquid scintillation counter (Perkin Elmer, Wellesley, MA).

**Site-directed mutagenesis.** Oligonucleotides were obtained from Integrated DNA Technology (Coralville, IA). cDNA encoding variants of RNase A were created in plasmid pBXR, which directs the production of RNase A in *E. coli* (delCardayré et al., 1995) by using the QuikChange mutagenesis kit from Stratagene (La Jolla, CA). All variants of RNase A possessed an N-terminal methionine residue, which has been reported to have no effect on ribonucleolytic activity (Arnold et al., 2002). A C-terminal R9 tag was separated from the remainder of a protein by a triglycine linker.

**Production and purification of protein variants.** Untagged variants of RNase A and Onconase™ (which is the most cytotoxic known homolog of RNase A (Matousek et al., 2003b)) were produced in *E. coli* and purified as described previously (Leland et al., 1998). Variants of RNase A containing a C-terminal R9 tag were prepared as follows. BL21(DE3)PlysS cells containing a plasmid that encodes an RNase A variant were grown at 37 °C with shaking (250 rpm) in TB containing ampicillin (200 µg/mL) and chloramphenicol (35 µg/mL) to an *OD* = 1.6 at 600 nm. cDNA expression was induced by adding isopropyl β-D-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG; to 1 mM). Cells were grown for an additional 4 h before harvesting by centrifugation. Cell pellets were resuspended in lysis buffer, which was 10 mM Tris–HCl buffer, pH 8.0, containing ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA; 1.0 mM), NaCl (0.10 M), and phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride (1.0 mM), and lysed by sonication. Inclusion bodies were isolated by centrifugation at 11,000 g for 45 min and solubilized in denaturing solution, which was 20 mM Tris–HCl buffer, pH 8.0, containing guanidine hydrochloride (7.0 M) and EDTA (10 mM), for 4 h at room
temperature. Solubilized inclusion bodies were diluted ten-fold with acetic acid (20 mM) and clarified by centrifugation. The supernatant was dialyzed overnight against the same buffer. The resulting protein was then folded overnight at 4 °C in a redox buffer, which 100 mM Tris–HCl buffer, pH 8.0, containing EDTA (10 mM), L-arginine (0.5 M), reduced glutathione (1 mM), and oxidized glutathione (0.2 mM). Refolded protein was purified by cation-exchange chromatography on a 5-mL HiTrap SP-sepharose FF column (Amersham Biosciences, Piscataway, NJ) in 50 mM sodium acetate buffer, pH 5.0, with a linear gradient (50 + 50 mL) of NaCl (0–1.5 M). The identity of each variant was verified by MALDI–TOF mass spectrometry.

Assays of enzymatic activity. Ribonucleolytic activity was measured by monitoring the increase in the fluorescence of 6-FAM–dArU(dA)₂–6-TAMRA (Integrated DNA Technologies, Coralville, IA) upon enzyme-catalyzed cleavage, as described previously (Kelemen et al., 1999) with minor modifications. Polyarginine-containing peptides are known to bind to glass surfaces (Chico et al., 2003). We observed this phenomenon (data not shown), and so performed all assays in 10 mM Bis-Tris–HCl buffer, pH 6.0, containing NaCl (0.50 M). In this high-salt buffer, the binding of protein to a quartz cuvette was found to be insignificant.

Assays of cytotoxicity. The effect of ribonucleases on cell proliferation was determined by measuring the incorporation of [methyl-³H]thymidine into cellular DNA. K-562 cells were grown in RPMI 1640 medium containing fetal bovine serum (10% v/v), penicillin (100 units/mL), and streptomycin (100 μg/mL). Cytotoxicity assays were performed using asynchronous log-phase cultures grown at 37 °C in a humidified incubator containing CO₂(g (5% v/v)). To assay toxicity, cells (95 μL of a solution of 5 x 10⁴ cells/mL) were incubated with PBS containing a ribonuclease (5 μL) in a 96-well plate. The cells were grown for 44 h and then
pulsed for 4 h with radiolabeled thymidine (0.25 μCi/well), which is only incorporated into the DNA of living cells. DNA was harvested onto glass fiber filters using a PHD cell harvester (Cambridge Technology, Watertown, MA). Filters were washed with water and dried with methanol, and their $^3$H content was quantified with liquid scintillation counting.

*Thermal denaturation.* As RNase A is denatured, its six tyrosine residues become exposed to solvent and its molar absorptivity at 287 nm decreases significantly (Hermans and Scheraga, 1961). Unfolding was monitored in PBS buffer containing NaCl (500 mM) by the change in absorbance at 287 nm as the temperature was raised at a rate of 0.15 °C/min. Data were fitted to a two-state model to calculate the value of $T_m$, which is the temperature at the midpoint of the transition between the folded and unfolded states (Pace and Scholtz, 1987).

**Results**

*Design of cationic RNase A variants.* There are many factors that contribute to the toxicity of ribonuclease. Although we were seeking to improve ribonuclease uptake, we planned to use cytotoxicity as a measure of internalization. Therefore, all RNase A variants contained the G88R substitution which raises the $K_d$ for the interaction with RI $10^4$-fold (Kobe and Deisenhofer, 1993; Leland et al., 1998). Previous results from Yamada and coworkers suggested that increasing the cationic surface of RNase A would make the protein more toxic (Futami et al., 2002). To increase the cationic character of RNase A without disrupting catalytic activity, we made specific point mutations to the RNase A surface. Using an electrostatic potential map of RNase A created with PyMol modeling software, we noted the presence of two acidic residues
on the molecular surface of RNase A (Figure AI-1). These residues, Glu49 and Asp53, are in close proximity to one another but are removed from the basic active site. We expected that substituting these residues with arginine would increase charge without affecting catalytic activity. Recently, we showed that adding a cationic tag to RNase A increased uptake as measured by fluorescence microscopy (Fuchs and Raines, 2005). Hence, in addition to the point mutations described, we also determined if a cationic PTD and site-specific cationization would have additive effects on the cytotoxicity of ribonuclease variants.

**Biochemical characterization of cationic RNase A variants.** RNase variants were purified as described previously (Leland et al., 1998). We characterized both the catalytic activity and thermal stability of the purified proteins (Table AI-1). The E49R/D53R/G88R RNase A variant showed similar catalytic activity to that of G88R RNase A. Interestingly, this variant had a lower $T_m$ value (54 °C) than did G88R RNase A (60 °C). Addition of the polyarginine tag to either G88R or E49R/D53R/G88R RNase A resulted in a further decrease in stability. Likewise, catalytic activity is decreased slightly with the addition of the R9 tag.

**Cytotoxicity of RNase A variants.** The toxicity of a ribonuclease increases as the efficiency of transport into the cell becomes more efficient (Fuchs and Raines, 2005). We therefore monitored the internalization of our RNase variants by measuring their toxicity in K-562 cells (Figure AI-2; Table AI-1). RNase A is not toxic to mammalian cells due to its affinity for the cytosolic RI protein. The toxic variant G88R RNase A had an IC$_{50}$ value of 5.8 μM. Adding the two substitutions, E49R and D53R, to this variant improved toxicity by 3-fold to 1.9 μM. The addition of the R9-tag to either G88R RNase A or E49R/D53R/G88R RNase A increased their
cytotoxicity by approximately 3-fold with G88R RNase A–R9 and E49R/D53R/G88R RNase A–
R9 exhibiting IC$_{50}$ values of 2.0 and 0.59 μM, respectively.

Discussion

The ability of cationic character to affect cellular uptake of a macromolecule has been known
for many years (Ryser, 1967; Ryser and Hancock, 1965). As described previously, a number of
strategies have been developed to harness this effect and apply it to drug development. Here, we
used a strategy called site-specific cationization to modify the surface charge of a protein, RNase
A, without compromising normal enzyme function.

We chose to replace residues Glu49 and Asp53 of RNase A with arginine. Arginine has been
shown to be the most effective amino acid for facilitating uptake of polybasic peptides (Mitchell
et al., 2000; Suzuki et al., 2002). There are other acidic residues on the RNase A surface, such as
Glu9 and Glu111, that are in closer proximity to the active site. In subsequent studies we
modified these residues both to arginine without any considerable change in toxicity (S.M.
Fuchs, T.Y. Chao, and R.T. Raines, unpublished results). These residues lie close to the
substrate active site, and thus it is likely that these variants were less toxic due to diminished
enzymatic activity.

The E49R/D53R variant of RNase A exhibited wild-type activity using a small nucleotide
substrate (Table AI-1). Yet, these substitutions caused a measurable change in the stability of
the protein ($\Delta T_m \approx 9 ^\circ C$). It is possible these residues participate in hydrogen bonds or
Coulombic interactions that are important to conformational stability. Further it is possible that
the installation of arginine residues results in unfavorable interactions. Regardless, the variant is still sufficiently stable to be a useful cytotoxin with a $T_m$ much greater than 37 °C.

Increasing the surface charge of RNase A by modifying Glu49 and Asp53 to arginine resulted in a 3-fold increase in toxicity of the already toxic G88R variant of RNase A. This change, though small, is significant. We made these cognate mutations in RNase A, but this variant showed no change in toxicity (data not shown). These modifications do not affect RI binding and therefore, RI would sequester an internalized variant that lacks the G88R mutation.

We showed previously that adding an R9-tag to the C-terminus of RNase A increased the internalization of that protein (Fuchs and Raines, 2005). We, therefore, made an R9-tagged version of both G88R RNase A and E49R/D53R/G88R RNase A. The R9-tag improved the toxicity of both variants by approximately 3-fold. This result suggests that distinct strategies for cationization can be combined to enhance cytotoxicity.

Several other substitutions have been made to optimize RNase A cytotoxicity mainly by decreasing the affinity for RI (Bretscher et al., 2000; Rutkoski et al., 2005). Future work will combine approaches for improving internalization with others that disrupt the RI-RNase A complex. We expect that these strategies will yield even more toxic RNase A variants.
Table A1-1. Biochemical parameters of RNase A and its variants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ribonuclease</th>
<th>pI&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>T&lt;sub&gt;m&lt;/sub&gt;&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt; (°C)</th>
<th>k&lt;sub&gt;cat&lt;/sub&gt;/K&lt;sub&gt;M&lt;/sub&gt;&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt; (10&lt;sup&gt;6&lt;/sup&gt; M&lt;sup&gt;-1&lt;/sup&gt;s&lt;sup&gt;-1&lt;/sup&gt;)</th>
<th>IC&lt;sub&gt;50&lt;/sub&gt;&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt; (µM)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RNase A</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>63.7</td>
<td>1.8 ± 0.2</td>
<td>&gt;25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RNase A–R&lt;sub&gt;9&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>1.0 ± 0.2</td>
<td>&gt;25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G88R RNase A</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>12.6 ± 0.4</td>
<td>5.8 ± 1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G88R RNase A–R&lt;sub&gt;9&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>54.0</td>
<td>9.6 ± 0.2</td>
<td>2.0 ± 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E49R/D53R/G88R RNase A</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>1.7 ± 0.05</td>
<td>1.9 ± 0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E49R/D53R/G88R RNase A–R&lt;sub&gt;9&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>3.59 ± 0.05</td>
<td>0.56 ± 0.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> Values of pI were estimated from amino acid composition (Bjellqvist et al., 1994; Bjellqvist et al., 1993).

<sup>b</sup> Values of T<sub>m</sub> (± 2 °C) were determined in PBS by UV spectroscopy.

<sup>c</sup> Values of k<sub>cat</sub>/K<sub>M</sub> (± SE) are for the catalysis of 6-FAM–dArU(dA)2–6-TAMRA cleavage at 25 °C in 10 mM Bis-Tris–HCl buffer, pH 6.0, containing NaCl (0.50 M).

<sup>d</sup> Values of IC<sub>50</sub> (± SE) are for the incorporation of [methyl-<sup>3</sup>H]thymidine into the DNA of K-562 cells.
Figure AI-1. Electropotential model of RNase A. An electropotential map of RNase A was created with the program PyMol (top) View of RNase A active site. Basic areas are shown in blue, and acidic areas are shown in red. (bottom) Reverse view of RNase A showing the acidic patch corresponding to residues Glu49 and Asp53.
Figure AI-2. Cytotoxicity of wild-type RNase A and its cationic variants in K-562 cells. Cell viability was measured by $^3$H-thymidine incorporation after 44 h of incubation with RNases. Toxicity was plotted as % cell viability versus concentration. RNase A (red) and ONC (green) were plotted as controls. G88R RNase A is shown in purple while E49R/D53R/G88R RNase A is shown in aqua.
![Graph with data points and curves representing cell proliferation (% of control) vs. log[Ribonuclease]. The graph shows four different data sets: E49R/D53R/G88R, Onconase, G88R, and RNase A.]
Figure A1-3. Cytotoxicity of cationic and R9-tagged variants in K-562 cells. Cell viability was measured by $^3$H-thymidine incorporation after 44 h of incubation with RNases. Toxicity was plotted as % cell viability versus concentration. RNase A (red) and ONC (green) were plotted as controls. G88R RNase A variants are shown in purple (+ R9: solid line and filled squares; - R9: dashed line with open squares) and E49R/D53R/G88R RNase A variants are shown in aqua (+R9: solid line and filled squares; - R9: dashed line with open squares).
Appendix II

Release of Cationic Peptides and Proteins from Multilayered Thin Films

This work is done in collaboration with Dr. David M. Lynn (University of Wisconsin-Madison department of Chemical Engineering) Christopher M. Jewell and David Balachandran were responsible for all of the chip preparations and analyses.
**Introduction**

One important aspect of drug delivery is the ability to deliver molecules in a controlled manner. Controlled and sustained release systems are of great importance allowing for enhanced targeting, improved pharmacokinetics, lower toxicity, and greater patient convenience (Wood *et al.*, 2005). Still, many challenges exist particularly with the controlled delivery of larger molecules, such as proteins.

Over the past decade, thin films of oppositely charged polyelectrolytes have been developed that have diverse applications including drug delivery (Decher, 1997). Multilayer films are formed by the sequential layer-by-layer (LBL) absorption of oppositely charged polymers onto a solid substrate. Interestingly, these films are amenable to incorporation of a number of biomolecules, including small molecules, DNA, and proteins. In aqueous solution, these films can release encapsulated contents over time, allowing for controlled release of the biomolecule. Currently, many groups are working to tune the release properties of these polymers to release their contents over longer times or to release in response to environmental changes such as pH and ionic strength (Sukhishvili *et al.*, 2000; Schuler and Caruso, 2001).

Lynn and coworkers have shown that plasmid DNA itself was capable of acting as the negatively charged polyelectrolyte and could be used in conjunction with polycations such as polyethylenimine to form stable films (Zhang *et al.*, 2004). In aqueous solution, these films release plasmid DNA that is then capable of transfecting cells in culture.

The use of basic peptides to deliver conjugated target molecules is well established (Wadia and Dowdy, 2005). These peptides, known as protein transduction domains (PTDs), are able to interact with the cell surface and facilitate internalization of attached cargo (see Chapter 1).
Further, PTDs such as nonaarginine, R₉, can be utilized as tags for more diverse biotechnical applications such as purification or immobilization (Fuchs and Raines, 2005).

Our approach was to develop a system in which a positively-charged protein or peptide would be incorporated into films along with a negatively-charged polymer, such as sulfonated polystyrene. Further, the presence of cationic protein transduction domains (PTDs), would facilitate cellular entry of encapsulated cargoes upon release from films.

Here, we employ a PTD, nonaarginine (R₉), to facilitate encapsulation in thin films of tetramethylrhodamine as well as the enzyme bovine pancreatic ribonuclease (RNase A). Further, we show that these films release the R₉-conjugates and that the resulting molecules are capable of cellular entry upon release from films. We expect that these cationic tags could be useful in developing controlled release strategies for protein therapeutics.

Materials and Methods

Cells and chemicals. Escherichia coli strain BL21 (DE3) PlysS and the pET22b(+) expression vector were from Novagen (Madison, WI). All other chemicals and reagents were of commercial reagent grade or better, and were used without further purification.

Terrific Broth (TB) liquid medium contained (in 1 L) tryptone (12 g), yeast extract (24 g), glycerol (4 mL), KH₂PO₄ (2.31 g), and K₂HPO₄ (12.54 g). Phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) was 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer, pH 7.4, containing NaCl (138 mM) and KCl (2.7 mM).

Instruments. The mass of ribonuclease variants was confirmed by matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization–time-of-flight (MALDI–TOF) mass spectrometry using a Voyager-DE-
PRO Biospectrometry Workstation (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA) using 3,5-dimethoxy-4-hydroxycinnamic acid as a matrix. Fluorescence measurements were performed with a QuantaMaster 1 photon counting fluorometer equipped with sample stirring (Photon Technology International, South Brunswick, NJ).

Peptide synthesis. R9, CR9, and acetylated-R9 were synthesized by Fmoc-based solid-phase peptide synthesis with an Applied Biosystems Model 432A peptide synthesizer. R9 was cleaved from the Rink acid resin by incubation for 4 h in trifluoroacetic acid/ethanethiol/phenol/thioanisole (32:4:3:1) and precipitated in diethylether. Peptides was purified by reversed-phase HPLC on a C4 column using a gradient of water:acetonitrile containing trifluoroacetic acid (0.1% v/v), and analyzed by matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization–time-of-flight (MALDI–TOF) mass spectrometry using a Bruker Biflex III instrument.

Synthesis of TMR–R9. R9 was labeled on resin by incubation for 4 h with TAMRA (4 equiv) in dimethylformamide containing benzotriazole-1-yl-oxy-tris-pyrolidino-phosphonium hexafluorophosphate (4 equiv) and diisopropylethylamine (8 equiv). The resin was washed exhaustively with dimethylformamide and dichloromethane before deprotection. TMR–R9 was purified by reversed-phase HPLC and analyzed by MALDI–TOF mass spectrometry (m/z 1837.92; expected: 1837.13).

Synthesis of tetramethylrhodamine derivative (3). 5-carboxytetramethylrhodamine (1) was purified from a mixture of 5- (or 6-) carboxytetramethylrhodamine (Sigma Chemical) by C-18 reversed-phase HPLC using a gradient of water:acetonitrile containing trifluoroacetic acid (0.1% v/v). To a solution of (1) (0.23 mmol) in DMF was added PyBOP (0.5 mmol), DIEA (0.5 mmol),
and N-boc-diaminoethane (0.5 mmol), and the resulting solution was stirred overnight. The resulting mixture was purified by flash chromatography using MeOH/CH$_2$Cl$_2$ (5:95) to give 2 in 40% yield. The boc group was deprotected using TFA (2mL) for 3 h. The resulting compound 3 was dried by rotary evaporation and washed three times with hexanes to remove residual tert-butyl alcohol. The identity of (3) was confirmed by mass spectrometry (m/z 473.4 m/z, expected: 473.4) and by $^1$H NMR.

**Synthesis of TMR–CR$_9$ (5).** N-(3-carboxy)maleimide was a generous gift of L.D. Lavis. To a solution of DCC (0.11 mmol), DMAP (0.011 mmol) and DIEA (0.11 mmol) in DMF was added N-(3-carboxy)maleimide (0.1 mmol), and the mixture was stirred for 40 min at rt. Compound 3 (0.10 mmol) was added, and the reaction mixture was stirred for 24 h. The peptide was purified by reversed-phase HPLC, and the mass was verified by MALDI–TOF mass spectrometry.

**Synthesis of Ac–R$_9$–TMR ester isostere (6).** To Ac–R$_9$ (0.01 mmol) in dry DMF (1 mL) was added DCC (0.011 mmol) at 0 °C under Ar(g). After 40 min, DMAP (0.011 mmol), DIEA (0.1 mmol), and 3 (0.011 mmol) were added, and the resulting solution was stirred overnight at room temperature. The product, 6, was purified by reversed-phase HPLC using a gradient of water:acetonitrile containing TFA (0.1% v/v). The identity of the product was confirmed by MALDI–TOF mass spectrometry (m/z 1922 m/z; expected: 1922.9).

**Synthesis of tetramethylrhodamine derivative (8).** To a solution of 1 (0.69 mmol) in DMF was added PyBOP (1.4 mmol), DIEA (1.4 mmol) and tert-butoxyaminoethanol (1.4 mmol) and the solution was stirred overnight. The resulting mixture was purified by flash chromatography with a solvent system of MeOH/CH$_2$Cl$_2$ (5:95) to give 7 in 40% yield. The tert-butyl group was removed by treatment with TFA (5 mL) overnight to give (8), which was recovered by rotary evaporation.
and washed three times with hexanes to remove residual $t$-butyl alcohol. The identity of (7) was confirmed by mass spectrometry ($m/z$ 474.2, expected 474.4) and by $^1$H NMR spectroscopy.

*Synthesis of Ac–R$_9$–TMR amide isostere (9).* To Ac–R$_9$ (0.01 mmol) in dry DMF (1 mL) was added DCC (0.011 mmol), DIEA (0.04 mmol), and 8 (0.011 mmol), and the resulting solution was stirred overnight at room temperature. The product, 9, was purified by reversed-phase HPLC using a gradient of water:acetonitrile containing TFA (0.1% v/v). The identity of the product was confirmed by MALDI–TOF mass spectrometry ($m/z$ 1921: expected:1921.9 m/z).

*Production and purification of RNase A and RNase A–R$_9$.* Untagged variants of RNase A were produced in *E. coli* and purified as described previously (Leland *et al.*, 1998). Variants of RNase A containing a C-terminal R$_9$ tag were constructed as described in Chapter 3 and prepared as follows. BL21(DE3)PlysS cells containing a plasmid that encodes an RNase A variant were grown at 37 °C with shaking (250 rpm) in TB containing ampicillin (200 μg/mL) and chloramphenicol (35 μg/mL) to an $OD = 1.6$ at 600 nm. cDNA expression was induced by adding isopropyl β-D-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG; to 1 mM). Cells were grown for an additional 4 h before harvesting. Cell pellets were resuspended in lysis buffer, which was 10 mM Tris–HCl buffer, pH 8.0, containing ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA; 1.0 mM), NaCl (0.10 M), and phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride (1.0 mM), and lysed by sonication. Inclusion bodies were isolated by centrifugation at 11,000g for 45 min and solubilized in denaturing solution, which was 20 mM Tris–HCl buffer, pH 8.0, containing guanidine hydrochloride (7.0 M) and EDTA (10 mM), for 4 h at room temperature. Solubilized inclusion bodies were diluted ten-fold with acetic acid (20 mM) and clarified by centrifugation. The supernatant was dialyzed overnight against the same
buffer. The resulting protein was then folded overnight at 4 °C in a redox buffer, which 100 mM Tris–HCl buffer, pH 8.0, containing EDTA (10 mM), L-arginine (0.5 M), reduced glutathione (1 mM), and oxidized glutathione (0.2 mM). Refolded protein was purified by cation-exchange chromatography on a 5-mL column of HiTrap SP-sepharose FF resin (Amersham Biosciences, Piscataway, NJ) in 50 mM sodium acetate buffer, pH 5.0, with a linear gradient (50 + 50 mL) of NaCl (0–1.5 M). The identity of each variant was verified by MALDI–TOF mass spectrometry.

Semisynthesis of fluorescent proteins. RNases were labeled with fluorescein at one specific residue in a surface loop by using variants in which Ala19 was replaced with a cysteine residue (Haigis and Raines, 2003). A19C RNase A–R9 or A19C RNase A (100 μM) were incubated in PBS containing a 20-fold molar excess of 5-iodoacetamidofluorescein (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) and a 3-fold molar excess of tris[2-carboxyethylphosphine] hydrochloride (TCEP) for 4 h at room temperature. The resulting solution was dialyzed overnight against 50 mM sodium acetate buffer, pH 5.0, and then purified by cation-exchange chromatography using a 5-mL HiTrap CM-Sepharose Fast Flow column with a linear gradient (50 + 50 mL) of NaCl (0–1.00 M for A19C RNase A; 0–2.00 M for A19C RNase A–R9). Conjugation to the fluorophore was confirmed by MALDI–TOF mass spectrometry.

Fabrication of Multilayered Films. Prior to film construction, quartz or silicon substrates were cut to approximately 0.5 x 3.0 cm and dipped in acetone, ethanol, methanol, and water. Substrates were cleaned and charged by oxygen plasma treatment. Solutions of linear poly(ethylene imine) (LPEI) and poly(styrene sulfonate) (SPS) used for the fabrication of LPEI/SPS precursor layers (20 mM with respect to the molecular weight of the polymer repeat
unit) were prepared using 18MΩ water w/ added NaCl and HCl. Solutions of SPS for upper films layers were prepared without added salt, and the pH was adjusted to 5.0. Solutions of fluorescein-labeled RNaseA with or without an R9 tag were diluted with water from a stock solution to a final concentration of ~20 µM. Slides were robotically coated with 10 precursor bilayers of LPEI and SPS to provide a suitably charged surface for subsequent adsorption. Upper layers consisting of RNaseA/SPS were deposited on these foundation layers using a manual dipping process. For all deposition steps, the general protocol was: (1) Substrates were submerged in a solution of polycation for 5 min, (2) substrates were removed and immersed in a wash bath for 1 min followed by a second wash bath for 1 min (wash baths were deionized water or 100 mM sodium acetate buffer, pH = 5.0), (3) substrates were submerged in a solution of polyanion for 5 min, and (4) substrates were rinsed in the manner described above. This cycle was repeated until the desired number of bilayers had been deposited. Film thicknesses of silicon substrates were characterized during fabrication by using ellipsometry.

**Release Experiments.** Coated substrates were placed in 1 mL of PBS buffer and incubated at 37 °C. At specified times, substrates were removed, rinsed in deionized water, and dried under filtered air. Ellipsometric thickness was recorded for silicon substrates at each timepoint. Substrates were then placed in 1 mL of fresh PBS buffer and the incubation was continued. The PBS solutions assayed for ribonucleolytic activity and RNaseA concentrations were calculated.

**Localized Cell Transfection Experiments.** COS-7 cells were grown in 6-well plates at an initial seeding density of 450,000 cells/well in 3.0 mL of growth medium which was 90% v/v Dulbecco's modified Eagle's medium and 10% fetal bovine serum containing penicillin (100 ug/mL) and streptomycin (100 µg/mL). Cells were allowed to grow overnight to approximately
80% confluence, and coated substrates were placed manually into the wells on top of the cells. DMEM was aspirated and replaced with 3 mL of Opti-MEM medium just prior to slide addition. Cells were incubated for 4h with slides and fluorescence and phase-contrast images were recorded without substrate removal using an Olympus IX70 fluorescence microscope.

**Preliminary Results**

*Synthesis and erosion of TMR–R₉ ester and amide films.* LBL-polyelectrolyte films have been used to control the release of many types of molecules. We wanted to explore the ability of cationic peptides to form stable films. To achieve this we used a TMR–labeled R₉ peptide. The TMR label is necessary to follow the fate of the peptide both in and out of the film. Further, to explore the potential of these films to release small molecules, we made a labile TMR–CR₉ construct where the TMR was attached to CR9 via an ester linkage (Figure AII-2). These two molecules were loaded into films using sulfonated polystyrene (SPS) as the anionic polymer. Both molecules made stable films that degraded over time in aqueous solution (Figure AII-3). Degradation of the films could be monitored by the amount of fluorescence in solution (Figure AII-3a) and by changes in chip thickness (Figure AII-3b). Both the amide and ester peptides were released over a very long period of time (~54 days). We observed a faster release of TMR from the TMR–CR₉ ester films than release of the TMR–R₉ amide film. Presumably this represents hydrolysis of the ester linkage as the thickness of the two films changed at approximately the same rate (Figure AII-3b).
**Synthesis of Fl–RNase A and Fl–RNase A–R₉ films.** Fluorescently-labeled variants of RNase A and RNase A–R₉ were incorporated into films with SPS as the counterion polymer (Figure AII-5a). We were able to attain stable films with approximately 100 nm-thickness with the R₉-containing proteins but not with RNase A alone. The RNase A–R₉ films degraded in aqueous solution very quickly (1–2 h) at pH 7.2 to release protein (Figure AII-5b). Further, we placed these films over COS-7 cells and monitored the release of RNase coupled to cellular uptake via fluorescence microscopy (Figure AII-6). Although we observed entry of RNase A–R₉ into cells (Figure AII-6d), no RNase A could be detected in cells (Figure AII-6c).

**Discussion**

We have previously shown that the cationic peptide nonaarginine, R₉, can be used for a number of biotechnological applications (Fuchs and Raines, 2005). The ability of R₉ to form stable electrostatic interactions with polyanions prompted us to attempt to incorporate these peptides into multilayer polyelectrolyte films (Decher, 1997). Previously, others have shown that the release of small molecules from polyelectrolyte films could be attained by attaching these molecules to polymers through labile linkages (Thierry *et al.*, 2005). In our study we sought to explore a number of questions centered on the use of cationic peptides in LBL polyelectrolyte films.

Using TMR–R₉ we first demonstrated that these small peptides were able to form stable films with the counterion, sulfonated polystyrene (SPS). These films degraded slowly in aqueous solution (Figure AII-3). Next, we explored the use of these peptides as handles for the
incorporation of small molecules into films. We synthesized TMR–CR₉ in which
tetramethylrhodamine was attached to CR₉ via an ester linkage. We suspected that in aqueous
solution the rate of ester hydrolysis would be more rapid than release of the peptide from the
film. Comparing the fluorescence of the aqueous solution as a function of time we did indeed
observed a more rapid release of TMR–CR₉ than TMR–R₉ (Figure AII-3a). Although we would
like to attribute this faster release to hydrolysis of the ester, we cannot discount the possibility
that the change was due to some greater structural difference between the two peptides, as the
linkers between the TMR and the peptides are quite different in these two molecules. To address
this problem we have synthesized two new peptides that differ by only one atom (Figure AII-4).
Analyzing the rate at which the solution fluorescence changes as a result of the release of these
two peptides from films will give a better understanding of the utility of cationic peptides in LBL
films.

In a second study, we explored the ability of R₉ to facilitate the incorporation of a protein,
RNase A, into a multilayer film. We synthesized two fluorescein-labeled variants of RNase A;
one was the wild-type protein (Fl–RNase A) and one had a nonaarginine tag at the C-terminus of
the protein (Fl–RNase A–R₉) (Fuchs and Raines, 2005). We explored the incorporation of these
two proteins into films with SPS as a counterion. Without the R₉ tag, RNase A was not
incorporated into films (Figure AII-5a). We were able to form 100-nm films containing Fl–
RNase A–R₉, suggesting that the R₉ is necessary and sufficient to promote protein incorporation
into a film (Figure AII-5a). We observed that even though Fl–RNase A–R₉ formed films, they
degraded very quickly in water (Figure AII-5b) with a half-life of less than 1 h. Thus, while use
of R₉ in making protein films is promising, our current formulation is not usable for any
biological applications. Others have shown that they can tune the stability of polyelectrolyte multilayer films by altering the composition of the two polymers (Mendelsohn et al., 2003). For example, polycations such as poly(dimethyldiallylammonium chloride) or PDAC are fully charged in aqueous solution and are known to form very stable multilayer structures with strong polyanions such as SPS (Seyrek et al., 2003). Incorporating PDAC layers between layers of R9-tagged protein may increase the stability of the film and thus alter the release properties. Future experiments will be aimed at stabilizing the R9-containing films as well exploring the ability of R9 to facilitate incorporation of more diverse proteins into films.

Our initial findings have shown that R9 could be a useful tool for incorporating non-charged small molecules and proteins into multilayer films. Further, the ability of R9 to enter cells offers a second level of efficacy, as R9-tagged molecules would also be more efficient at entering cells than would untagged molecules. Future work in this area could provide useful methods of delivering biomolecules to cells in a controlled manner.
Figure AII-1. Scheme depicting the formation of an LBL multilayer polyelectrolyte film. Figure taken from (Decher, 1997). (A) Description of the dipping method wherein a solid surface is dipped into a solution of polyanion (blue) washed in buffer, dipped in a solution of polycation (red), and washed. These steps are repeated multiple times to make many alternating positive and negative layers on the surface (B). (C) Molecular structure of a representative polyanion, SPS, and polycation, polyethylenimine (PEI).
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Figure AII-2. Synthetic scheme for TMR–CR₉ ester (5). A alcohol derivative of 5-carboxytetramethylrhodamine (3) was formed in three steps from 5-carboxytetramethylrhodamine. This molecule was reacted with N-(3-carboxy)maleimide to form a thiol reactive ester (4). This compound was coupled to purified CR9 peptide to give an TMR–R₉ conjugated through a hydrolyzable ester (5).
Figure AII-3. Release of TMR–R₉ and TMR–CR₉ from multilayer films. Silicon chips were
dipped in solutions of either SPS or a peptide to form a multilayer film containing
either the amide TMR–R₉ (solid line) or the ester TMR–CR₉ (dashed line). (A)
The films were placed in an aqueous buffer, and release from the film was
monitored at different time points by measuring total fluorescence of the aqueous
solution and (B) the thickness of the chips by ellipsometry. Figure courtesy of
Christopher M. Jewell.
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Figure AII-4. Improved synthetic scheme for TMR−R₉ amide and ester isosteres. TMR−derived alcohol (3) and amine (8) were coupled to the C-terminal carboxylate of Ac−R₉ peptide to give isosteric properties.
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Figure AII-5. Synthesis and erosion of ribonuclease-containing films. Fl–RNase A and Fl–RNase A–R₉ were incorporated into multilayer films (top). The thickness of these films over time was monitored by ellipsometry (A). Release of fluorescein-labeled protein was monitored by measuring the total fluorescence in solution at different time points (B). Figure courtesy of Christopher M. Jewell.
Figure AII-6. Release of RNase A films into COS-7 cells. (Top) Films containing either Fl–RNase A or Fl–RNase A–R₉ were synthesized and placed on top of COS-7 cells for 4 h at 37 °C. Release of protein from films and subsequent uptake into cells was monitored by microscopy (A, B) Bright field images of COS-7 cells with Fl–RNase A (A) or Fl–RNase A–R₉ (B) films. (C, D) Corresponding fluorescence images for Fl–RNase A and Fl-RNase A–R₉ respectively. Images courtesy of Christopher M. Jewell.
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